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Hypertension, blood pressure, cognition and cerebral blood flow in the cohort of “Men born 1914”

Faina Reinprecht
In memory of my mother and father
and to my family,
my husband and my son.
"Men born 1914" is a population-based cohort study of the epidemiology of cardiovascular disease. Five hundred men born in 1914 were examined at the age of 68, 185 of them being re-examined at 81 years of age. Examination included medical and psychological investigation, ultrasonographic measurement of the carotid arteries, 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring, measurement of regional cerebral blood flow, and assessment of cardiovascular risk factors. Although risk factors for stroke and dementia have been identified, little is known about their influence on cerebral perfusion in the non-demented elderly. Ischemic cerebrovascular disease is usually a consequence of atherosclerosis and is the commonest cause of stroke. It is well known that hypertension plays a major etiological role in the development of cerebrovascular disease, ischemic heart disease, and cardiac failure. Active treatment of hypertension substantially reduces the risk of these complications. Little is known of how diurnal variations in blood pressure level influence cerebral perfusion in the very elderly. High blood pressure has often been discussed as a risk factor for cerebrovascular disorders and vascular dementia. Although much research has been done on elevated blood pressure, including its treatment and prevention, very little attention has been paid to low blood pressure, diurnal variation in blood pressure and orthostatic hypotension. A high prevalence of orthostatic hypotension in the elderly has been reported. It is well known that a fall in blood pressure can lead to cerebral hypoperfusion. It may also play a decisive role in the development of cerebrovascular insufficiency, i.e. of cerebral blood flow being inadequate in relation to the metabolic needs of the brain tissue. Haemodynamically, vascular insufficiency can develop through a drop in tissue perfusion in relation to vascular resistance. The resultant decrease in cerebral blood flow can give rise to ischemic hypoxia. The decrease in cerebral blood flow is usually caused by a reduction in systemic circulation. Cardiac arrest, cardiac arrhythmia, heart failure, occlusion or stenosis of the carotid arteries, and antihypertensive treatment are conditions in which the systemic circulation may fall off, jeopardizing the cerebral circulation as a whole and causing ischemic-hypoxic lesions in vulnerable areas. Four studies within the framework of this overall investigation were carried out within the thesis as a whole.

Study 1 showed hypertension to be a potential risk factor for the development of carotid artery stenosis (CAS). In the "Men born in 1914" cohort, the proportion of men with CAS changed noticeably during the period up to the 13 year follow-up. Of the 148 men with normal carotid blood flow at 68 years of age, there were only 12 who at the re-examination at 81 years of age in 1995-96 showed no signs of CAS, whereas 136 men, or 93% of the surviving study cohort, had developed it. A significantly higher proportion of the men with hypertension than those without were found to have developed carotid stenosis. A higher proportion of occurrence of hypertension was noted in the men with bilateral CAS than in the others. The proportion of those having hypertension was smaller for the men with unilateral CAS than in those with bilateral carotid artery stenosis. At follow-up there were 14 of 136
men (10%) with CAS who had experienced an incident stroke or transient ischemic attack (TIA) and that all of them were found among men with CAS. No significant differences for other major cardiovascular risk factors (diabetes, hyperlipidemia, obesity, alcohol consumption and lack of physical activity) were noted.

**Study II** showed hypertension in late midlife and high diastolic blood pressure (DBP), in particular, to be associated with a decline in cognitive functioning in the men when they became elderly. DBP but not hypertension (HT) examined by tertiles at 68 years of age, was found to be inversely related to verbal (Paired Associates and Synonyms) and spatial functioning (Block Design and Benton Visual Retention Test), and speed (Digit Symbol Substitution) at 81 years of age, but only spatial functioning to be related to SBP at 68 years. High blood pressure at baseline examination, especially with regard to DBP with an accompanying decrease in DBP, was found to be inversely related to both speed performance and spatial functioning in psychometric tests taken 13 years later.

**Study III** showed significant associations between blood pressure (BP) levels and cerebral blood flow (CBF), especially at night. DBP at night was found to be correlated with CBF in the temporal right medial (p=0.012) and the left medial (p=0.039) regions. DBP during the days was also found to be correlated with CBF in the right medial temporal region (p=0.025). Stratified analyses indicated subjects with a high DBP (>70 mmHg) during the day to show a stronger association between CBF and mean DBP at night in the right medial temporal region than subjects with a lower daytime DBP (r=0.323, p=0.009). No such association for any of the CBF areas was found for subjects with a low DBP during the day (<70 mmHg). Analyses of the correlations between CBF in the different regions and the mean DBP and SBP, respectively, showed there to be a significant negative correlation for the frontal regions between CBF and DBP at night and for the left frontal region between CBF and SBP at night. The associations found between CBF and low BP could indicate an increase in the nocturnal risk of cerebral ischemia.

**Study IV** showed an extreme fall in nocturnal DBP in this cohort of elderly men to be correlated with focal changes in CBF and an associated increase in BP. The relative fall in DBP at night was negatively correlated with CBF in the temporal medial, temporal lateral, and parietal inferior areas in both hemispheres. Analyses of the office SBP at follow-up showed that subjects showing an increase in SBP to have a higher frequency of an extreme dip in nocturnal DBP than subjects did who showed a decrease in longitudinal SBP (Chi-Square 3.652; p=0.056), irrespective of the blood pressure level or the prevalence of hypertension, before and after the last follow-up.

In conclusion, an extreme fall in blood pressure at night in a cohort of elderly men was found to be associated with focal changes in cerebral perfusion, which in turn was correlated with an increase in blood pressure over an extended period of time and resulting damage to vascular autoregulation.
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ABPI  Ankle-Brachial Pressure Index
ABPM  24-hour Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitoring
AD    Alzheimer’s disease
BP    Blood Pressure
CBF   Cerebral Blood Flow
CAS   Carotid Artery Stenosis
CVD   Cerebrovascular disease
DBP   Diastolic Blood Pressure
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ICD   International Classification of Diseases, Injuries and Cause of Death
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rCBF  Regional Cerebral Blood Flow
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SPECT Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography
TIA   Transient Ischemic Attack
VD    Vascular dementia
WAIS  Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
Introduction

"Men born in 1914" is a prospective cohort study of the epidemiology of cardiovascular disease. A health investigation of men residing in the city of Malmö, Sweden who were born in 1914 was carried out in 1968-69. Since then, several epidemiological studies of these men have been conducted of [1, 2]. Two important aims of the studies have been to quantify the extent to which the men developed disease states in the arteries of the lower extremities [3, 4], and to explore possibilities of employing a non-invasive investigative method easy to handle and able to provide quantitative information on the distribution of blood flow in the carotid arteries. Diseases of the internal carotid artery in particular have been discussed, in recent studies [5, 6] in terms of their being an important factor in the pathogenesis of transient ischemic attack (TIA) and stroke.

Atherosclerosis and cerebrovascular disease (CVD) are common conditions in the elderly. In about 50% of the cases, ischemic CVD is due to atheromas in the large or medium-sized arteries, which can cause thrombi or emboli, and in about 25% of the cases to intracranial small vessel disease. Acute cerebral events are caused by cardioembolic disease in about 20% and in about 5% of cases are due to rare cause. Thus, about 75% of the ischemic strokes and TIsAs that occurs are the embolic or thrombotic consequences of atherosclerosis that affects the large or medium-sized arteries going to the brain or the small intracranial vessels [7].

Atherosclerosis

Atherosclerosis is a synonym for hardening of the medium and large-sized muscular and elastic arteries, including the coronary arteries, the aorta, the carotids and major arteries supplying the brain, the extremities and the internal organs. At present, atherosclerosis is the principal cause of cardiovascular diseases, which in turn are the leading cause of death both in the United States and in Europe [8]. Nevertheless, atherosclerosis is still to be regarded as a complex of uncertain etiology, several hypothetical explanations of its pathogenesis having been advanced, not all of these being mutually exclusive. Currently, the response-to-injury theory, supported by numerous pathophysiological observations in humans and animals, is rather well accepted generally. This theory considers atherosclerosis to be an inflammatory disease in which “injury” to the endothelium is the initiating event in atherogenesis. This injury, which can be due to various metabolic or environmental factors such as hypercholesterolemia, hypertension, or cigarette smoking, results in structural and/or functional alternations in endothelial cells and changes in the nature of the protective barrier normally provided by them. These changes in endothelial cell function can result in a critical sequence of cellular and humoral interactions such as the activation and adhesion of leukocytes, platelets and other cells, inducing an inflammatory reaction and culminating in the initiation and formation of atherosclerotic lesions. Endothelium is more permeable when injured permitting such plasma constituents
as lipoproteins, growth factors and cytokines more ready access to the arterias wall. All of these cellular and humoral factors have been found to be strongly involved in the initiation of atherosclerosis and the proliferation of smooth muscle and other connective tissue cells, with the subsequent formation of early and advanced atherosclerosis lesions, such as fatty steaks and fibrous plaques [9, 10]. The outcome of the cerebral lesions can be affected by the vascular anatomy of the brain, the autoregulatory capacity of the cerebral vessels, an imbalance of monoamine neurotransmitters, intracranial small vessels disease, haemorheological conditions and the degree of carotid artery stenosis.

The brain is supplied with blood by the internal carotid and vertebral arteries, which anastomose at the base of brain via the circle of Willis, from which the anterior, middle and posterior arteries arise, these winding upwards around the cerebrum and forming the leptomeningeal plexus on the surface of the brain. Branches of the leptomeningeal arteries penetrate the cerebral parenchyma perpendicularly, converging on the ventricular system [11]. These vessels can be classified as being paramedian, short circumferential or long circumferential arteries. The paramedian and short circumferential arteries supply the grey subcortical nuclei, and the long circumferential arteries the cortex and white matter. The leptomeningeal arteries have numerous connections among themselves. These are almost always located in the border areas between the main cerebral arteries. This region, despite its abundant blood supply, is often afflicted with watershed lesions due to variations in the number, size, and location of the anastomoses, as well as to local arterial disease or to the considerable distance from the heart. The deeper grey and white matter structures are generally supplied with blood by the nonanastomosing penetrating vessels (ventriculopetal arteries). Besides these ventriculopetal arteries, there are also nonanastomosing ventriculofugal arteries that originate from the choroidal arteries of the ventricles. The subcortical watershed areas, because of the absence of anastomoses there, are more vulnerable to ischemia than the anastomosing cortical areas, although the danger of it in connection with the latter areas has been emphasized to a greater degree. Due to the increasing interest shown in white matter changes, i.e., in leukoariosis, however, the subcortical watershed region will probably attract greater attention in the future.

Cerebral autoregulation

Cerebrovascular insufficiency [12] refers to an overall hindrances to the flow of blood in the cerebrovascular system. It can be defined as an inadequacy of blood flow in relation to the metabolic needs of the brain tissue, though not a complete deprivation of blood slow there. Haemodynamically, vascular insufficiency develops when the tissue perfusion pressure drops in relation to the vascular resistance. The resultant decrease in cerebral blood flow gives rise to ischemic hypoxia. The decrease in cerebral blood flow is usually caused by a reduction in systemic circulation. The outcome of cerebral lesions can be affected by the vascular anatomy of the brain [11], the autoregulatory capacity of the cerebral vessels [13, 14], imbalance in the monoamine neurotransmitters, the degree of stenosis of the carotid artery, a disease condition of the small intracranial vessels, and the presence of haemorheological conditions.
The association between low BP, especially at night and lowered rCBF could be explained as being produced by insufficient cerebral autoregulation, this leading to an extensive reduction in cerebral perfusion and to subsequent ischemic damage. The autoregulation of rCBF is effective over a wide range of arterial blood pressures but has both a lower, and an upper, pressure limit. Under normal conditions, these limits are a MABP of about 70 and 140 mmHg, respectively. It is possible that this capacity decreases with age [13]. The underlying autoregulatory mechanisms are poorly understood, but three possibilities have emerged. According to myogenic theory [15], the smooth muscles respond directly to variations in blood pressure. Recently, an endothelially-derived relaxing factor [16] and endothelially-derived contracting factor [17] were discovered. These may be of importance for the local regulation of the lumen of the vessels. Another possibility is that the local accumulation of various substances with vasoconstrictor effects, such as serotonin [18, 19], and substances possessing vasodilator capacity, such as bradykinin and histamine, affect the vascular tone [20]. A third possibility is that autonomic, neurogenic factors control the vascular tone. The last alternative includes not only local vasomotor effects but also a remote impact, such as that of diaschisis. Diaschisis appearing as a bilateral reduction in hemispheric blood flow has been reported in patients with unilateral cerebral infarcts [21, 22]. It has been suggested that all three mechanisms may play a role in a given case. If the blood pressure decreases below 60 mmHg, autoregulation fails to work, the subcortical white matter in particular running the risk of being destroyed, whereas the regions of grey matter remain better preserved. Under circumstances of complete ischemia, the grey matter becomes more heavily involved. The neurotransmitter metabolism of the grey matter is extremely sensitive to even very short periods of hypoxia. Although the autoregulation adapts to long-standing hypertension, the small vessels gradually become affected structurally, with the development of atherosclerosis and the further reduction in their autoregulatory capacity through hyalinosis. In addition, in patients with long-standing hypertension the risk of hypotensive white matter lesions is increased, even at apparently normal blood pressure levels [14, 23].

The relationships between the development of atherosclerosis and cerebrovascular disease, as well the role of cardiovascular risk factors here has been reported in many earlier studies [24-36]. In the Western countries, atherosclerosis is the most serious risk factor in connection with cerebrovascular disease. It is the major cause of illness and death from coronary heart disease, as well as of ischemic cerebrovascular disease, TIA, stroke and vascular dementia, of carotid artery disease and of ischemia of the lower limbs.

**Transient ischemic attack (TIA)**

A TIA is a clinical syndrome characterized by acute loss of focal cerebral or monocular functioning, the symptoms lasting for less than 24 hours. It is thought to be due to inadequate cerebral or ocular blood supply as a result of an arterial thrombosis or an embolism associated with arterial, cardiac or haematological disease [37]. Stroke is preceded by TIA in about 10% of the causes [38]. The actuarial risk of stroke is about 11.6% during the first year after a TIA and approximately 5.9%/year during each
of the four years thereafter, although the actuarial risk of death, stroke or myocardial infarction during the first 5 years after TIA is approximately 8.4%/year [39].

**Stroke**

A stroke is a clinical syndrome characterized by rapidly developing clinical symptoms and/or signs of focal, and at times global, loss of cerebral function, with symptoms either lasting more than 24 hours or leading prior to this to death, their having no apparent cause other than their being of vascular origin [40]. More than 4 million people worldwide suffer a stroke each year. An estimated 500,000 of these persons are in Western Europe. Stroke is the third leading cause of death after ischemic heart disease and cancer, not only in developed countries, but also worldwide [41], and is the leading cause of disability in industrialized countries [42]. With age, there is an exponential increase in the incidence of stroke, and the overwhelming majority of ischemic strokes occur in those over 65 years of age [43]. The stroke risk more than doubles with each decade past the age of 55 [44].

**Carotid artery disease**

A number of cross-sectional studies have examined the degree to which changes in the carotid artery represent risk factor for TIA/stroke. It has been found that plaque structure, and not stenosis of the carotid artery is the most important factor for the development of stroke [24, 25]. Recent studies have also shown that asymptomatic carotid artery disease is associated with an increased risk of ischemic stroke, the annual stroke risk being about 1.3% in those with stenosis of less than 75%, and 3.3% in those with stenosis of more than 75% [45].

**Dementia**

Dementia has presumably been an element of ageing throughout human history, the occurrence of it having often been regarded as simply a part of normal ageing. It was not until the end of nineteenth century that evidence of abnormal brain degeneration was found in older people. Dementia is a syndrome of global cognitive decline that can have many causes, both genetic and environmental factors being considered to be involved [46]. The prevalence of dementia is not known precisely but is estimated to be about 0.5% in the 60 to 65-year age. Epidemiological studies have shown there to be a high correlation between age and dementia disorders. The prevalence of such disorders seems to about double with each 5-year advance in age then, approximately 40% of those reaching 90 years of age suffering from moderate to severe dementia [47]. The occurrence of vascular dementia (VD), one of the major subtypes of it, has been found to often be linked with the presence of such vascular risk factors and disorders as hypertension, CVD (e.g, white matter lesions, as well as both clinical and silent stroke), and diabetes mellitus [47]. The current view is that the development of VD is due not to chronic ischemia but essentially to the accumulation of defects from large and small infarcts. The general mechanism underlying these brain lesions
is that of arteriosclerosis. The majority of cerebral infarcts have been reported to be caused by occlusive arteriosclerotic lesions, i.e., thromboembolism [47-49].

Low blood pressure levels, an impaired circadian rhythm and disturbed autonomic cardiovascular reactivity have also been observed in Alzheimer patients, but the pathogenesis of these variations is unknown.

**Hypertension**

It is well known that hypertension predisposes one to different types of both intracerebral and extracerebral arterial lesions, that can cause cerebrovascular damage [50].

The overall prevalence of hypertension, defined as SBP ≥ 160 mmHg and DBP ≥ 90 mmHg, is estimated to be nearly 50% in persons 70 years of age and older [51].

It was demonstrated in the Framingham study [33] and the Evans County study [34] in the early 1970s, that hypertension is a major risk factor for stroke. The risk of stroke is also directly related to high blood pressure levels within the normal range. Hypertension in turn is related to the development of ischemic cerebral disease and dementia. The role of high blood pressure, not only as a risk factor for stroke, but also as an etiologic factor in its development, is supported by extensive clinical trials [35, 36, 52, 53] in which a reduced incidence of stroke has been demonstrated following antihypertensive treatment.

Many earlier studies, both prospective and cross-sectional, support the link between elevated blood pressure and cognitive deterioration. The most convincing evidence thus far of such a relationship was obtained in a set of prospective studies in the 1960s, at a time when antihypertensive treatment was still infrequent. The most important of these studies were ones based on a reanalysis of the Framingham data reported originally by Farmer et al. [54, 55] and Elias et al. [56]. Evidence was obtained for a negative association between high blood pressure levels under conditions of few if any of participants involved taking antihypertensive medication, and cognitive performance as measured 12-14 years later. Elevated blood pressure (both systolic and diastolic, the two being analysed separately) was predictive of lower composite neuropsychological performance scores and lower results for attention and memory [54, 55]. An early longitudinal study [57] showed negative correlations between DBP and several of the WAIS subscales, although no adjustment was made for age, education or antihypertensive therapy. The authors suggested that, “the basis for the cognitive decline associated with aging should be considered secondary to some pathologic process and not merely as a normal aging process”. Results of other studies following BP measures longitudinally point in the same direction.

Population-based studies have reported similar relationships between cognitive performance and both SBP and DBP [58, 59]. The Swedish longitudinal study of 70-year-old men showed that high diastolic blood pressure could predict later im-
Impairment of psychomotor speed as measured by the Trail Making Test, although only in untreated men, but failed to show systolic hypertension to be related to later impairments in performance [58]. In the Honolulu-Asia Aging Study, elevated midlife systolic but not diastolic blood pressure was found to be associated with a higher risk of poor cognitive performance in late life [59]. Various cognitive functions differ in the pattern of association with blood pressure shown. One explanation for this might be that these cognitive functions differ in their vulnerability. This is supported by the fact that an age-related decline is more pronounced in performance speed functions than in verbal functions, for example. Accordingly, when studying cognitive functions, different tests are needed due to differences in the type of changes overtime that occur.

Changes in blood pressure

Changes in blood pressure appear to be an important indicator of the risk of cognitive decline. As already indicated, the Western Collaborative Group is longitudinal study conducted by Swan and co-workers [60] concerning effects of blood pressure changes reported impaired verbal function among participants with a high SBP≥140 mmHg in midlife. A subgroup showing a decrease in SBP at a follow-up displayed a reduction in speed performance instead as measured by the Trail Making Test, whereas those with an increased in SBP showed lower verbal performance. It has been reported that a decline in SBP with age can often be attributed to dementia-producing illness or to cardiac insufficiency, cross-sectional studies also having shown blood pressure to be lower in patients with clinically manifest dementia than in healthy controls [61, 62].

One study showed that individuals who developed dementia between the ages of 79 and 85 years had higher systolic and diastolic blood pressures at ages 70 and 75 than patients who did not develop dementia [63]. The authors suggested that a previously elevated blood pressure level might increase the risk of dementia, as well as of Alzheimer’s disease. The mechanisms underlying hypertension-related cognitive changes are complex and are not yet fully understood. Few studies have included patients receiving antihypertensive treatment. The potential positive effect of blood pressure levels being lower than 140 mmHg is still under debate [50]. It can only be speculated whether hypertension causes end organ damage that reduces blood pressure. The possible negative effects of drug-induced hypotension on cognitive functioning as a result of hypertensive treatment might also be considered.

Low blood pressure

Low BP levels can also be thought to be a cause of low levels of cognitive functioning. In a longitudinal study, it was found that in elderly patients (aged 65-102) an office SBP<130 mmHg increased the risk of cognitive decline over a 6-year period as compared with a reference group having SBP values of 130-139 mmHg [50]. Others studies have found a low SBP (<130 mmHg) in the elderly to be associated with increased mortality and with cerebral white matter lesions [64-66].
The development of a non-invasive device for ambulatory BP monitoring enabled us to assess both diurnal variations in BP and high BP levels in clinical practice [67].

Abnormal patterns of diurnal BP variations have been reported to be associated with both clinically overt and silent target organ damage and to be a predictor of subsequent cardiovascular events independent of high BP levels [68, 69]. The possibility of hypotension posing a potential risk of silent brain ischemia has also been suggested.

Data from the Kungsholmen Project in Sweden showed elderly persons with blood pressure levels of less than 130 mmHg to have a higher risk of cognitive impairment at follow-up 40 months later, a poorer functional status and higher mortality [70, 71]. Low blood pressure was also suggested to be an early correlate of a dementing process [72]. In the same study population, severe systolic hypertension was found to be a risk factor for developing dementia within a period of 3 years, subjects, whose systolic blood pressure decreased during follow-up being more likely to develop dementia, including that of the Alzheimer type. Lower blood pressure values, impaired circadian rhythm and disturbed autonomic cardiovascular reactivity have also been observed in Alzheimer patients, although the pathogenesis of these variations is unknown [62, 73, 74].

The amplitude of the fall in nocturnal blood pressure is decreased in the elderly, as well as in hypertensive patients with cerebrovascular lesions, with dementia due to vascular disease and with left ventricular hypertrophy [75]. The question of whether non-dipping represents the cause or the effect of end-organ damage and whether the dipping condition is beneficial or harmful to patients with cerebro- and cardiovascular disorders is still unresolved.

Kobrin et al. [76] reported in 1984 that six of 14 elderly patients whose nocturnal blood pressure fell to normotensive levels showed clinical evidence of cardiovascular complications, including one case of cerebrovascular disease, whereas all seven elderly patients whose blood pressure increased to levels at night similar to those measured in the office showed clinical evidence of cardiovascular complications, including two cases of cerebrovascular disease.

O’Brien et al. [77] reported further that when over 100 hypertensive patients were divided into "dippers", defined as showing a nocturnal systolic and diastolic blood pressure reduction of 10/5 mmHg or more, and "nondippers", as showing less than 10/5 mmHg, the "nondippers" showed a significantly higher prevalence of stroke (5/21, 24%) than the dippers did (3/102, 3%), there being no appreciable differences in age, sex, body weight, or daytime blood pressures.

Orthostatic hypotension
Orthostatic or postural hypotension is an important cause of distress and disability, and can severely affect the quality of life, especially in the elderly. It is arbitrarily de-
fined as a fall of more than 20 mmHg in systolic BP upon standing up from the supine rest position [78]. The prevalence of orthostatic hypotension is around 30% in people over 75 years of age [79]. Low blood pressure and orthostatic hypotension are common findings in demented patients, Passant et al. having shown that in 39 patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) the blood pressure (especially in the late stage) was lower than what had previously been described in elderly persons of similar age [80]. This lower blood pressure is in agreement with results of other studies of patients with AD [62, 81], in which systolic values of around 130 mmHg have been reported.

Certain diseases of the autonomic nervous system can lead to orthostatic hypotension. The primary forms of autonomic failure involved include pure autonomic failure, the Shy-Drager syndrome, and autonomic failure associated with Parkinson’s disease. These primary forms are rather unusual but can result in profound orthostatic hypotension. The secondary form (associated with peripheral neuropathy) can be seen in a variety of disorders such as diabetes mellitus, amyloidosis, multiple sclerosis and vitamin B12 deficiency. Autonomic dysfunction has also been suggested as a possible complication in dementia of the Alzheimer type [62, 82, 83] and in vascular dementia [84]. There is still uncertainty, however, concerning the severity of postural blood pressure changes in very old persons both with and without dementia. A five-year longitudinal study of healthy elderly women by Elmståhl et al. showed that at follow-up those with orthostatic hypotension during tilting at baseline had reduced cognitive function as measured by EEG as compared with women without orthostatic hypotension [85]. This might possibly indicate postural hypotension to contribute to brain damage.

Studies reporting reduced relative frontal blood flow during the tilting of healthy elderly persons [80, 86] and of demented patients with orthostatic hypotension (OH) as compared with those without OH [81] have suggested a “tardive” autonomic system to be a cause of the reduced autoregulatory reserve in pathologically affected brain arterioles. The authors in question also considered the possibility of activation of the sensory-motor systems that are involved in standing and the increased motor awareness this produced to be factors possibly responsible for the redistribution of brain blood flow in these subjects.

Neurotransmitter disturbances in the cholinergic, noradrenergic and serotonergic systems have been found in the brain in patients with AD [87], similar deficiencies also having been described in vascular dementia [88]. Several of these neurotransmitter systems are involved as vasoconstrictor-and/or vasodilator agents in the regulation of the blood circulation.

Cognition and aging

Normal aging and pathologic aging are distinct from one another. Many of the changes in cognitive functioning that occur are gradual and develop starting in early adulthood, suggesting that the cognitive changes that occur may be part of a normal
developmental process. However, the definition of healthy normal aging does not entirely solve the problem of identifying truly healthy elderly individuals. Because of compensatory changes within a neuron population or the redundancy found in neuronal circuits, biochemical and/or structural changes in the normal aging brain may not necessarily be accompanied by functional deficits. The individuals in question may show no cognitive deficits and yet have entered a premorbid state of impending dementia, escaping correct classification. This is reflected in the observation that many elderly individuals with age-associated memory deficits show further deterioration over time, whereas others remain stable.

Already in 1967, Horn and Cattell demonstrated that intellectual ability can be classified in terms of two general types: on the one hand fluid intelligence, representing the ability to maintain a span of immediate awareness, to deal with conceptual information and conceptual attainment tasks, and ability in the areas of reasoning, abstracting and mentally flexibility, and on the other hand crystallized intelligence, representing verbal comprehension, vocabulary and fund of knowledge [89]. The authors were able to show in a reliable way that measures of fluid intelligence show decrements with age, whereas measures of crystallized intelligence are largely unaffected by age. In others studies it has been shown that crystallized mental abilities increase up to the sixth or seventh decade of life and may only decrease in late old age, whereas fluid mental abilities, in contrast, generally show a continuous linear decline beginning in early adulthood, there possibly being an acceleration of it in late old age [90, 91]. Studies of brain-damaged patients with selective memory impairment have demonstrated convincingly that some forms of long-term memory depend on the integrity of the medial temporal lobe [92-94]. The medial temporal lobe system consists of the hippocampal formation, together with the adjacent anatomically related parahippocampal, entorhinal and cortical areas. The medial temporal lobe has widespread reciprocal connections with the associative neocortex, as well as with subcortical structures. Abnormalities in these brain structures are related to various vascular diseases and cardiovascular risk factors. They can be seen as often representing a clinical syndrome of intellectual decline produced by ischemic, hypoxic brain lesions.

Methods of assessing cognition

Many methods of examining or describing cognitive functioning are available. The surrounding world is perceived through different modalities of the individual. Cognition refers to how this information is processed. Because cognition is such a multifaceted concept, a complete battery of tests is needed in order to measure it adequately. Tests of perceptual speed, verbal ability, spatial ability and reasoning are just a few examples of cognitive dimensions for which specific tests have been constructed, tests that could be included in such a test-battery. The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) is one of the most well known test-batteries [95].

Five tests of cognitive ability are included in the psychological examination carried out here: The Synonyms test was chosen as representative of crystallized ability
(verbal ability); the performance level on this test is presumed, as in the case of, many others tests of verbal skills, to be relatively unchanged throughout life [96], The Block Design test (Swedish version), chosen here to represent visuospatial and constructional ability is very similar to the Block Design test that belongs to The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale; it is a test in which age effects are prominent and scores tend to be lowered by a brain injury of any kind, The Paired Associates test used to measure immediate verbal memory is considered especially sensitive to left-sided brain lesions, and also to depressive syndromes [97], The Digit Symbol Substitution test is a performance speeded test measuring several cognitive abilities, such as psychomotor speed, visual-motor coordination, concentration, and cognitive flexibility; this test is considered to be one of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale tests, most sensitive to brain dysfunction generally, through its measuring various abilities of a less specific character. The Benton Visual Retention Test, finally, is a test used for measuring immediate visual and spatial memory; it is a test sensitive both to aging and to brain dysfunction.

CBF and aging

Studies of the aging of the human brain often involve only small numbers of subjects of arbitrarily selected age, without the developmental and aging pattern as a whole being considered. Normal aging is associated with the degeneration of specific neural systems, and data generally shows there to be an impairment of global CBF with age. The findings obtained suggest advancing age to have differential effects on cerebral perfusion, affecting certain areas in the frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobes at different brain levels [98].

Brain atrophy, changes in the white matter, and silent infarctions, frequently detected in the elderly by use of computer tomography and magnetic resonance imaging, are correlated with vascular risk factors and cognitive decline [99]. There is still no clear evidence of the manner in which the presence of vascular diseases affects brain function in the non-demented elderly. Thus far, few studies appear to have investigated the distribution of changes in white matter in elderly patients and possible relationships of such changes to systemic blood pressure expressed as rCBF. The rCBF method is presented as being sensitive in detecting cerebral changes related to stroke and dementia [62, 80, 81]. Results of the single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) method have also been shown to be highly correlated with the cerebral blood flow ratio as estimated by positron emission tomography (PET) [86, 98]. Although cerebral atrophy with the accompanying increase in size of the ventricle system could introduce misleadingly low rCBF estimates in regions close to the ventricles, these regions have been selected for examination here on the basis of previous studies using both rCBF and CT [92, 99].
Aims of the separate studies

The aims of the various studies conducted are as follows:

Paper I
To investigate the prevalence and distribution of the level of stenosis in the carotid artery at 81 years of age, the progression of stenosis with the advance in age from 68 to 81 years, and its possible association with such cardiovascular risk factors as hypertension, lipids, smoking, alcohol consumption and diabetes.

Paper II
To examine the association of systolic and diastolic BP and the diagnosis of HT in cognitive functional terms in a population of healthy elderly men, and to determine changes in verbal, spatial and speed performance and attention accounted for by BP status while controlling for lifestyle factors, education and manifestations of vascular disease.

Paper III
To investigate the association in healthy elderly men between blood pressure levels and both diastolic and systolic, day and night, as determined by 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) and disturbances in CBF expressed as rCBF.

Paper IV
To investigate, in a cohort of elderly men, relations between changes in blood pressure levels, both SBP and DBP at night, extreme nocturnal in BP fall, as determined by 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM), and cerebral blood flow (CBF) expressed as rCBF.
Material and Methods

Population

The "Men born in 1914" study is a prospective population study that has been underway since 1968. The cohort includes all men residing in Malmö, Sweden born in even months in the year 1914. Of the 809 men of this category invited to participate, 703 agreed to take part in 1968-69. In 1982-83, the 465 participants still living in Malmö, together with 95 new residents there from the same cohort, were invited to participate in a new examination, in which 500 took part. The examination included measurements of carotid blood flow and of circulation in the leg, lipid analysis and assessment of smoking habits and of alcohol consumption, see Figure 1.

In 1995-96, at the most recent follow-up of the cohort, 281 men were found to be still alive and were invited to participate again. A total of 186 men (66%) agreed to take part in this new investigation. The examinations conducted previously were repeated on this occasion. One man, who filled out the questionnaire but declined to take part in the clinical investigation, was excluded because of incomplete data, our analysing the data then in studies I and II of 185 men.

In the following year (1996-1997), the men were contacted again and were asked to participate in a cerebral blood flow (rCBF) examination and in ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM). During that year, 10 out of the 185 men who had participated in the 1995-1996 study turned out to have died. ABPM was performed on 136 men, CBF on 129 men, and 108 of the men took part in both. Eleven of the men were excluded because incomplete ABPM through their showing an accumulated deficit of 6h or more during daytime and/or of 3h or more during nighttimes (10.00 pm to 06.00 am) or more than 3h of consecutive deficit during the day or at least 2h during the night. In studies III and IV, 97 men were included in the final analysis.

Questionnaire and health examination

A letter of invitation was sent out in January 1995 to the 281 survivors who had participated previously, the 186 who agreed being sent a written questionnaire to fill out at home. The first part of the questionnaire included sociodemographic variables (marital status, education and social class). Marital status was dichotomised into two groups: unmarried and non-cohabitant and married or cohabitant. Education was divided into four categories: 4-6 years, 7-9 years, 10-13 years and >14 years of education. Classification in terms of social class was based on data on earlier profession, work tasks and position. Social class III included "blue-collar" workers and social class II "white-collar" workers at the low to medium level. Social class I comprised subjects in leading positions; professionals with university degrees and owners of business enterprises with employees [100, 101].
The second part of the questionnaire was made up of questions concerning prescribed medicines, tobacco consumption, alcohol intake, physical activity, health status and history of previous ischaemic heart disease. Ischaemic heart disease was defined in terms of the subject either having fulfilled the diagnostic criteria of angina pectoris according to the Rose Questionnaire or having been hospitalised because of myocardial infarction (MI), or both [102]. Smoking habits were categorised into three groups: non-smokers (those who had never smoked regularly or had smoked less than 1g of tobacco/day during less than 1 year), ex-smokers (previous smokers who had stopped smoking at least 1 month prior to the investigation) and current smokers.

Figure 1. Participation of the cohort "Men born 1914" in the prospective study. The prevalence of stroke at baseline and the incidence of stroke during the 13-year follow-up are given in percent in parentheses.
smokers (those who had smoked at least 1g of tobacco/day or had given up smoking less than 1 month prior to the investigation). Alcohol intake was measured in g/day. The men were divided into the following four groups according to their alcohol consumption: 0g/day, 0-19g/day, 20-39g/day and >40g/day [103].

Physical activity was classified into three categories: low level of physical activity (mostly sedentary activities such as reading and watching TV), moderate level of physical activity (>4 hours/week of walking, cycling, light gardening) and high level of physical activity (>3 hours/week of swimming, running, heavy gardening) [104].

Laboratory analyses

At the previous examination in 1982-83, laboratory analyses included measurement of blood glucose, cholesterol and triglycerides under fasting conditions. Fasting blood glucose level was analysed by standard method and was expressed in mmol/l. Diabetes mellitus was defined as a fasting blood glucose level >7 mmol/l or medication for diabetes mellitus [105].

Plasma lipid, cholesterol and triglycerides levels were analysed by standard methods and were expressed in mmol/l. Hypercholesterolaemia was defined as cholesterol >6,5mmol/l [106] and hypertriglyceridaemia as triglycerides >2,3 mmol/l [107]. Hyperlipidaemia was defined as the presence of hypercholesterolaemia and hypertriglyceridaemia.

BMI

BMI was calculated as weight (in kg)/height (in m2). Obesity was defined as BMI >28 [108].

Mortality rate

Data on mortality and cause of death data were obtained from the Mortality Register at the Swedish National Bureau of Statistics [109]. The causes of death were coded in accordance with the International Classification of Diseases, injuries and cause of death (ICD), eighth revised version [110].

Cerebrovascular event rate

Information on incident stroke during 1982-1995 among the 80 out of 95 non-participants for whom information was available was retrieved from medical records. There were 15 of the former subjects, all of them non-participants, who moved out of the city of Malmö during 1982-1995. Stroke was defined according to the ICD-9 classification (430,00-438,99). Transient ischaemic attack (TIA) was defined according to the WHO definition as being a temporary cerebral dysfunction, rapid in onset and lasting less than 24 hours.
Ultrasonographic methods

Continuous-wave Doppler

The ultrasonographic examination of the carotid arteries at 68 years of age was made by use of the continuous-wave Doppler method Dopsan 1050 (Carolina Medical Electronics, Inc., King, NC, USA). This instrument operates with a 5 MHz transducer attached to a position-sensitive arm. The probe consists of a dual-crystal lens-focusing transducer. This is directed at the carotid artery at an angle of 60° from the longitudinal body axis. The Dopsan display is divided into two parts. On the upper part, it is possible to follow the real-time fast Fourier transformation spectrum. An image of the vessel is presented on the lower part of the display with a color-coded image of the frequencies. This makes it possible to determine at what point along the carotid artery the doppler signals have been obtained. All examinations were stored on videotape. Examination was conducted with the patient in a supine position after ten minutes of rest. Measurements were made on the common carotid artery 2 cm beneath the bifurcation, and in the proximal internal carotid artery from the point of the vessel where the most abnormal doppler signals were found and 2 cm distal to the obstruction. The maximum frequency of the Doppler shift (MFS) is closely related to the extent of stenosis. The error of a single determination was 0.40 kHz [5]. The MFS from the proximal part of the internal carotid artery increased as the degree of stenosis increased. On the average, an MFS of 3.1 kHz corresponded to a reduction in diameter of 30% and 6.1 kHz corresponded roughly to a reduction in diameter of 60%. If no doppler signals could be obtained in the proximal and distal parts of the internal carotid artery, the vessel was diagnosed as being totally occluded. In order to improve the accuracy of the method, computer-processed spectral analysis with use of digital printout was employed.

Duplex method

When the subjects were 81 years of age, their carotid arteries were examined using a Duplex method. All the Duplex examinations were carried out with the patient in a semi-supine position in a dental chair. Use was made of the an Acuson XP 10 computed sonography system (Acuson, Mountain View, California, U.S.A.), together with a 7 MHz B-mode real-time linear scanner in which a 5 MHz pulsed and color-coded Doppler was employed. The pulsed Doppler was used to identify the common carotid artery (CCA), the internal carotid artery (ICA), and the external carotid artery (ECA), from the characteristic Doppler signals of each. The vessels were visualised in several sagittal and transverse planes, the presence or absence of plaques being noted. The color-coded Doppler was also used to locate areas in the ICA of high flow velocity, the are of maximum flow velocity being sought and the flow velocity there being measured by means the pulsed Doppler. The angle between the flow direction and the Doppler signal was checked carefully, always being kept below 65°. The degree of stenosis in the ICA was determined from the peak systolic velocity according to the equation: \( y = 0.54 \times e^{0.021x} \) where \( y \) = the peak systolic velocity in the ICA in m/s, and \( x \) = the degree of stenosis expressed as the percentage of reduc-
tion in diameter (diameter reduction in percent = \( \frac{b-a}{b} \times 100 \), where \( a \) is the smallest diameter in the stenotic zone and \( b \) is the diameter of the normal CCA proximal to the stenosis). A Doppler shift of 1 kHz corresponds to a flow velocity of 0.31 m/s. A stenosis of less than 30% does not lead to an increase in the flow velocity. The degree of stenosis was considered to be less than 30% when no plaques were present, when the vessels were not severely diseased as judged from the B-mode picture, and when the peak systolic velocity was within normal limits (below 1 m/s). Whenever the ICA was patent, but the peak systolic velocity was 4.4 m/s or more, the degree of stenosis was estimated to be 99%.

Carotid artery disease was defined as a maximum frequency shift (MFS) >3.1 kHz (corresponding to a stenosis of more than 30% of the cross-sectional diameter of the internal carotid artery lumen) or either unilateral or bilateral occlusion of the carotid artery [111-113]. The degree of carotid stenosis was considered significant and was used for purposes of analysis when it was 30% or more. Carotid artery stenosis (CAS) was defined as a stenosis more than 30% or occurrence of plaque, and the peak systolic velocity was within normal limits (below 1 m/s).

A high level of diagnostic accuracy of the continuous-wave Doppler, when compared to angiography of carotid arteries, was found (with 94.6% sensitivity and 90.7% specificity) to detect stenosis above or equal to 30% [114]. A previous study of the B-mode ultrasonography showed a high degree of reproducibility of lumen diameter of the common carotid artery with reported inter-observer difference 0.4 ± 0.3 mm, \( r=0.90 \) and intra-observer difference 0.2 ± 0.2 mm, \( r=0.92 \) [115].

Resting systemic blood pressure

The medical examination included blood pressure measurement. Systolic and diastolic blood pressure in the upper arm was measured sphygmomanometrically after 15 min of rest, with the subject in a sitting position, making use of a calibrated mercury manometer and a standard rubber cuff (12x35 cm). Hypertension was defined as a systolic and diastolic brachial blood pressure of more than 160/90 or use of medication for hypertension [116].

Ankle-brachial blood pressure recording

The recording system for ankle-brachial blood pressure recording consisted of pulse sensors (mercury-in-Silastic strain gauges) placed on the big toes and the thumbs, two Wheatstone bridges with an amplifier for recording changes in the resistance of the strain gauges, and blood pressure cuffs (18x60 cm for measuring the ankle systolic blood pressure and 12x35 cm for measuring the upper arm systolic blood pressure), a pressure transducer (Siemens-Elema EMT 746 with amplifier EMT 311) for recording cuff pressures, and a six-channel ink-jet recorder (Siemens-Elema; Mingograph). Duplicate recordings were made with the subject in a supine position, the arithmetic average being obtained used. An ankle-brachial pressure index (ABPI)
was calculated for each leg, by dividing the ankle systolic pressure by the highest upper arm systolic pressure value [117].

Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) was defined as an ABI<0.90 in one or both legs. Subjects with an ABI>0.90 in both legs were considered to be free from PAD [118].

**Measures of cognitive functions**

The psychological investigation was performed on each of the two occasions involved, at the age of 68 and of 81 years, by one and the same clinical psychologist it’s lasting for about ninety minutes each time. The examination included the five tests of cognitive capacity listed below, as well as the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) at the follow-up, and a standardised interview concerning the individual’s quality of life both times [119].

**Synonyms (Srb1)**

Synonyms is a test on general verbal ability. The subject is presented a list of 30 words, each followed by five words, one of which should be chosen as being the correct synonym for the first word, the maximum score being 30 [96]. The performance level on this test is assumed to be relatively stable throughout life.

**Block Design (Srb3)**

The Block Design is a Swedish test of visuospatial and constructional ability. It is very similar to the Block Design test, which is part of The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS). A printed design is shown to the individual, whereupon he or she is asked to assemble wooden blocks in order to produce a pattern identical with a printed design. Each design has time limits and bonuses are also given for fast performances, the maximum score being 42[95]. The test is sensitive to age and to brain injury of any kind of [97].

**Paired Associates**

This Swedish test is a test of immediate verbal memory. A list of 3x10 pairs of words is read to the individual, who at the same time can read them him-/herself. The list of words is then removed and the individual is shown a list of the stimulus words (in changed order) and asked when presented a given response word to respond with present the correct associated word. The maximum score is 30 [95]. This test is regarded as especially sensitive to left-sided brain lesions and also to depressive syndromes [120].

**Digit Symbol Substitution Test**

The Digit Symbol Substitution Test is a speed-performance test measuring several cognitive abilities, such as psychomotor speed, visual-motor coordination, concentration, and cognitive flexibility. The subject is asked to copy symbols that are paired with digits according to a coding key, which remains visible throughout the test. Speed is an
important component of the test, the subject being asked to copy as many symbols as possible during a 90-second period. The maximum score is 90. This test is considered in the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale to be one of the most sensitive tests of all to brain dysfunction, largely because at it measuring many non-specific abilities [95].

Benton Visual Retention Test
This is a frequently used test of immediate visual and spatial memory. A drawing of a geometrical design is shown for a period of ten seconds to the individual, who is then asked to immediately copy the design from memory. The test includes ten designs of increasing complexity. There are two parallel scoring systems for the test but here only the system in which all correctly copied designs are scored was used. The maximum score is 10. This test is sensitive to ageing as well as to brain dysfunction [121].

Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale
The Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale is a commonly used scale for the detection of depressive symptoms [122]. It consists of 20 items, a four-point grading system ranging from "little or none of the time" to "most of or all of the time". The 20 scores are converted to an index in which 1.00 represents the most severe level of depression. Although the scale is usually self-administered, in the present study it was administered by a psychologist.

Cerebral blood flow measurement
Cerebral blood flow measurement was performed with single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). The radiopharmaceutical used for estimating perfusion was $^{99m}$ Tc-labelled hexamethylpropylene amine oxime ($^{99m}$Tc HMPAO; Ceretec®, Amersham Int.) [123, 124]. Measurement was carried out one hour after intravenous injection of 800MBq of this substance. The subject was placed in a prone position on the gamma camera couch; the person’s head being fixed by use of a vacuum cushion. Examination was performed under resting conditions, with normal lighting and a normal level of background noise. A triple-headed gamma camera system (Siemens Multispect 3, Siemens, USA) with fan-beam low-energy collimators was employed. Acquisition was at 360° (rotation, 64 views, 20s/view, in a 128x 128 matrix, and a zoom factor of 1.23). The energy window was a 15% window centered over the 140 keV peak. Image processing included the reconstruction of 10 transaxial slices each, 1 cm thick, from 1 cm below the orbitomeatal line and upwards. The regions of interest (ROI:s) were delineated in each slice by use of a standardized set of free-dimensional regions. The ROI:s were positioned and scaled to the recorded SPECT slices, based on the external borders of each slice. They included the cerebellum, the occipital area, and in each cortical hemisphere the frontal orbital, lateral and medial regions, the superior and the inferior parietal region, and the medial and lateral temporal regions. The value obtained for each ROI was quantified as a percentage of the mean cerebellar concentration of the kit.
Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitoring

Monitoring the ambulatory blood pressure requires use of a mercury sphygmomanometer. In the present case a Micro AM Recorder, Model KI5600 (Kontron Instruments) was employed [125], the accuracy of which was confirmed by simultaneous measurements with a standard mercury sphygmomanometer, ambulatory readings being accepted if they were within 10 mmHg of the standard method. Programming of the intervals was conducted as follows: three readings at 20 min intervals during the day (from 06.20 am to 09.40 pm) and at 60 min intervals at night (from 10.00 pm to 06.00 am). The Research Department of Malmö University Hospital fitted the monitors to the subjects. Regarding physical activity, only advice that was necessary for obtaining accurate readings was given. Because of the need of monitoring the subject for 24h, the data had to be collected in the subject’s private environment. There were no restrictions on physical activity other than what was necessary to obtain accurate readings. Subjects were excluded because of insufficient recording quality if the daytime recordings showed deficits either for >3 consecutive hours or >6 hours altogether, or if the nighttime recordings showed deficits for >2 consecutive hours or for >3 hours altogether. A mean value for DBP and SBP at night and during the day, respectively, was calculated and was divided into tertiles.

The nocturnal blood pressure fall was calculated relatively to daytime blood pressure using the formula: (daytime BP-night time BP) x100/daytime BP. The subjects were divided into three groups on the basis of nocturnal systolic and diastolic fall (in %) as follows: the highest tertile subgroup defined as diastolic extreme-dippers (DBP fall>14%) or systolic extreme-dippers (SBP fall>10.5%), the median and lowest tertile subgroups being combined into a single group.

Statistical analyses

SPSS 6.1 was used for all the analyses.

In study I use was made of three non-parametric tests- Kruska-Wallis test, Chi-square test and Mann-Whitney U-test- for studying cardiovascular risk factors pertaining to carotid artery stenosis and analysing differences between the groups. A linear regression model was used to adjust for covariates.

In study II the total group was divided into tertiles through the dividing up of both DBP and SBP at baseline, the Kruska-Wallis test being used to test differences between tertiles in terms of the cognitive-test results. Changes in DBP and SBP were obtained by subtracting pressure levels at follow-up from levels at baseline, the differences being divided then into tertiles. Spearman rank correlation coefficients were calculated to test for trends in blood pressure levels, partial correlation being employed to adjust for hypertensive treatment. Significance levels were calculated at p<0.05. Multiple regression analyses were used to determine the remaining effect of the independent variables DBP and SBP, respectively, categorised in terms of tertiles,
and of HT on the cognitive functions in question, located as the dependent variables following adjustments. The first model included education, marital status, smoking, alcohol intake, hyperlipidemia, and physical activity at age 68 years as categorical variables, the second model including carotid artery stenosis, ischaemic heart disease and ABPI, (yes/no), as intermediate factors. The definitions were those given above. All the variables included in the two models, except for ischaemic heart disease, showed a significant univariate correlation with the dependent variables.

In study III a mean value of DBP at night was calculated and was likewise divided into tertiles. The lowest tertile was compared with the others, differences in the mean value of rCBF being tested using the Mann-Whitney U-test. Spearman rank correlation coefficients were used to study the rCBF in different regions, as well as mean DBP and SBP at night.

In study IV the CBF values were dealt with in terms of median and range. Relations between CBF and percentage of fall in nocturnal blood pressure were studied using Spearman correlation test coefficients. Chi-square tests were used to analyse relations between the categorial CBF and ABPM variables. The analyses of differences were studied by means of the Mann-Whitney U-test.
Results

The main findings in paper I

The aim of study I was to investigate the prevalence and distribution of various levels of stenosis of the carotid artery at 81 years of age, the progression of stenosis with advancing age and its possible association with such known cardiovascular risk factors as hypertension, lipids, smoking, alcohol consumption and diabetes.

The original cohort, consisting entirety of men, born in even months in the year 1914 and residing in Malmö, Sweden had previously been examined at the age 68 years and were re-examined here at the age 81 years. These men underwent at the age of 68 years an ultrasonographic examination of their carotid arteries, conducting using a continuous-wave Doppler. When the men were 81 years of age, their carotid arteries were examined again using a Duplex method. Of the 185 men of age who were 81 years old at that time, there were 148 of them who had had normal carotid artery blood flow at 68 years of age and 37 of them who had had CAS then. At the re-examination when they were 81 years old, 12 (8%) of the 148 men involved still had normal carotid artery blood flow, whereas there were 136 of them who had developed CAS, see Table 1; thus 93% of the total study cohort had CAS at 81 years of age. There were 105 (77%) of the 136 men who had developed bilateral CAS and 31 (23%) who had developed unilateral CAS. The 20 cases of incident stroke/TIA were distributed as follows: six cases of stroke (16%) occurring already at the age of 68 among the 37 men with CAS, eleven cases of stroke (11%) occurring first by the age of 81 among the men with bilateral CAS, 3 cases of stroke (10%) by the age of 81 among the men with unilateral CAS, there being no cases of stroke by the age of 81 among in men without CAS.

Table 1. Incidence of carotid artery stenosis (CAS) in right and left vessel in 148 men initially without CAS at the age of 68, and re-examined at the age of 81.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of CAS (%)</th>
<th>No CAS</th>
<th>0-29%</th>
<th>30-49%</th>
<th>50-69%</th>
<th>70-100%</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAS of right artery</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS of left artery</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At 81 years of age, 4.4% of the men showed no significant stenosis (<30%) of the right carotid vessel, 77% showed a moderate CAS of al (30 to 49%) and 18.6% showed a dense or a high degree of stenosis of al (>50%). The corresponding proportions of CAS in the left vessel were 7.7%, 74.3% and 18.0%, respectively. The proportion of CAS at 68 years of age was higher among the men who had later died prior to the follow-up (29%) as compared with the participants at the re-examination (20%) and the non-participants (17%), p<0.01.

The rate of progression during the period up to the 13-year follow-up among the 37 men who already had CAS in either one or both vessels at the age of 68 years, showed the degree of stenosis in the right carotid artery to increased from less than 30% to a moderate level (30-49%) of CAS in 16 of 17 men, 8 of the 14 men developing the same degree of CAS on the left side. Of the 13 men with moderate (30-49%) CAS on the right side, only one developed a dense (50-69%) stenosis. Few of the men developed a high degree of stenosis (>70%), only 2.8% of them of the right carotid artery and 8.5% of them of the left carotid artery.

Table 2. A 13-year follow-up of 148 men without carotid artery stenosis (CAS) at 68 years of age. Degree of CAS at 81 years of age and relationship to cardiovascular risk factors at 68 years. Corresponding data are given for deceased men with and without CAS at 68 years of age. (BMI= body mass index).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable at 68 years</th>
<th>81 years of age</th>
<th>Deceased between 1983-96</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No CAS at 81 yrs</td>
<td>Unilateral CAS at 81 yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of subjects</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension, yes (%)</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus, yes (%)</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking habits (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-smoker</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>former smoker</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>45.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current smoker</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperlipidaemia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cholesterol &gt;6.5 mmol/l and triglycerides &gt;2.3 mmol/l</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity BMI &gt;28</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no intake</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-19g/ day</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-39g/ day</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 40g/ day</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>54.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cardiovascular risk factors for the development of stenosis were studied in the 136 out of the 148 men without a previous CAS at age 68 who had developed CAS by the time of the follow-up. The proportion having hypertension at the age of 68 was less in men who showed unilateral CAS at the follow-up (n=31) than in those with bilateral CAS (35.5 % and 64.8%, p<0.013); see Table 2. Hypertension was also more frequent in the men with bilateral CAS at the follow-up (n=105) than in those with no CAS or with unilateral CAS (n=43), 64.8% and 39.5% respectively, p<0.005. No significant differences were found for the other cardiovascular risk factors investigated in the surviving men with and without CAS at 81 years of age. More high consumers of alcohol were noted among men who developed CAS (n=136) than among the others men, although this difference was not statistically significant (p=0.06). Hypertension at the age of 68 remained an independent risk factor for CAS in a regression model when the men were divided into the groups of no CAS, unilateral and bilateral CAS, and after adjustment for smoking habits, obesity, hyperlipidemia, alcohol consumption, social class and education. Hypertension was also more common among the deceased who had CAS at 68 years of age than among the survivors who had CAS at 81 years of age, 84% vs 54%, p<0.001.

The distribution of cardiovascular diseases and sociodemographic variables in the men who were healthy at the age 68 years but who developed CAS at 81 years was also studied. Peripheral arterial disease, defined as ABI less than 0.90 in one or both legs, was more prevalent in the men who developed bilateral CAS (n=105), occurring in 8.6% of them, than in the others, none of whom developed it (p<0.05).

The main findings in paper II

In this study, the relationship between both systolic and diastolic blood pressure and the diagnosis of hypertension as well as cognitive functioning was examined in a general population of 185 healthy men 81 years of age.

HT was noted for 93 of the men (50.3%), the remaining 92 men being normotensive at follow-up. Hypertension (HT) was defined as a systolic and a diastolic brachial blood pressure ≥160 mmHg and ≥90, respectively, or the taking of medication for hypertension. Seventy-nine of the 185 men (42.7%) had hypertension (HT) both at 68 and at 81 years of age, 14 of the others (7.6%) first having developed HT by 81 years of age, the 34 additional men (18.4%) remaining normotensive at follow-up. The cognitive functioning (verbal, speed performance and visuospatial test results) at the age of 81 years, assessed in 160 of the men, did not differ between groups with respect to present or current diagnosis of HT.

The DBP results at baseline were divided into tertiles. Seventy-five (40%) of the 185 men had a DBP ≥95 mmHg at 68 years. At 81 years, the lowest mean scores on the Paired Associates Test was noted in the men who had had the highest DBP scores at 68 years of age, see Table 3. Spatial and verbal performance on the Benton Visual
Table 3. Mean cognitive levels at 68 and 81 years of age by tertiles of diastolic blood pressure recorded at 68 years. Spearman correlation coefficients (r), are given and p for trend. DBP, diastolic blood pressure; SBP, systolic blood pressure; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DBP at 68 years of age</th>
<th>&lt;90 mmHg (n=56)</th>
<th>≥90–&lt;95 mmHg (n=54)</th>
<th>≥95 mmHg (n=75)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>p for trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SBP at 68 years</td>
<td>137±15.8</td>
<td>149±14.1</td>
<td>166±18.7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP at 68 years</td>
<td>81±5.1</td>
<td>90±0.0</td>
<td>101±6.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP at 81 years</td>
<td>141±14.6</td>
<td>143±15.2</td>
<td>146±14.9</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP at 81 years</td>
<td>80±5.4</td>
<td>83±5.7</td>
<td>84±6.8</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antihypertensive treatment (%)</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cognitive function at 81 years:
- Synonyms (n=160): 21.1±5.3, 19.2±5.3, 18.4±6.1, 0.441, -0.23, 0.008
- Block Design (n=170): 15.5±6.4, 13.8±6.0, 13.5±5.2, 0.411, -0.11, 0.213
- Paired Associates (n=168): 15.5±6.5, 16.6±5.5, 13.0±5.8, 0.004, -0.18, 0.033
- Digit Symbol Substitution (n=154): 30.6±9.5, 27.8±10.3, 26.1±9.6, 0.059, -0.15, 0.091
- Benton Visual Retention (n=141): 4.8±1.6, 4.4±1.6, 4.1±1.6, 0.178, -0.19, 0.029
- MMSE (n=184): 28.0±3.6, 27.5±3.3, 27.3±4.1, 0.089, -0.07, 0.359

Cognitive function at 68 years:
- Synonyms (n=181): 22.3±6.0, 21.9±5.3, 20.4±6.0, 0.128, -0.16, 0.056
- Block Design (n=184): 21.7±6.6, 22.1±5.7, 21.3±5.4, 0.501, -0.11, 0.188
- Paired Associates (n=180): 19.80±5.4, 19.4±4.4, 17.8±5.3, 0.086, -0.26, 0.003
- Digit Symbol Substitution (n=183): 39.4±10.9, 38.0±10.8, 36.2±11.1, 0.180, -0.15, 0.091
- Benton Visual Retention (n=184): 6.2±1.5, 5.9±1.5, 5.9±1.5, 0.488, -0.17, 0.051
Table 4. Change of diastolic blood pressure from 68 to 81 years of age divided in tertiles in relation to cognitive function. Spearman correlation coefficients (r), are given and p for trend. DBP, diastolic blood pressure; SBP, systolic blood pressure; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change of DBP from 68 to 81 years of age</th>
<th>Decreased DBP≥15mmHg n=62</th>
<th>Decreased DBP&lt;15mmHg n=77</th>
<th>Increased DBP≥0mmHg n=46</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>p for trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SBP at 68 years (mmHg)</td>
<td>164±21.0</td>
<td>151±16.7</td>
<td>137±14.7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP at 68 years (mmHg)</td>
<td>100±7.8</td>
<td>90±5.7</td>
<td>83±7.4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP at 81 years (mmHg)</td>
<td>142±15.3</td>
<td>143±13.9</td>
<td>146±16.1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP at 81 years (mmHg)</td>
<td>80±6.3</td>
<td>82±5.5</td>
<td>86±5.7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antihypertensive treatment (%)</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cognitive function at 81 years:

| Synonyms (n=160) | 18.9±5.9 | 18.5±5.7 | 21.7±4.9 | 0.01 | 0.16 | 0.038 |
| Block Design (n=170) | 13.1±5.8 | 14.5±5.0 | 15.1±7.1 | 0.29 | 0.11 | 0.143 |
| Paired Associates (n=168) | 13.6±6.3 | 14.6±5.4 | 17.0±6.6 | 0.01 | 0.21 | 0.006 |
| Digit Symbol Substitution (n=154) | 25.2±9.7 | 28.8±9.7 | 30.1±10.1 | 0.07 | 0.19 | 0.021 |
| Benton Visual Retention (n=141) | 4.3±1.7 | 4.2±1.5 | 4.8±1.7 | 0.33 | 0.09 | 0.281 |
| MMSE (n=184) | 27.0±4.6 | 27.8±2.4 | 28.0±4.1 | 0.02 | 0.19 | 0.009 |

Cognitive function at 68 years:

| Synonyms (n=181) | 20.4±6.1 | 21.4±5.7 | 22.9±5.7 | 0.06 | 0.17 | 0.021 |
| Block Design (n=184) | 21.1±5.6 | 21.6±5.6 | 22.5±6.5 | 0.25 | 0.12 | 0.102 |
| Paired Associates (n=180) | 18.3±5.4 | 18.4±4.4 | 20.5±5.6 | 0.04 | 0.15 | 0.043 |
| Digit Symbol Substitution (n=183) | 35.1±10.7 | 38.6±10.8 | 39.7±11.7 | 0.05 | 0.18 | 0.017 |
| Benton Visual Retention (n=184) | 5.8±1.6 | 6.1±1.3 | 6.0±1.7 | 0.65 | 0.04 | 0.569 |
Retention Test and results on the Paired Associates Test both correlated negatively with the DBP results divided into tertiles. Similar relations between DBP and cognition as assessed at 68 years of age were noted for verbal functioning but not for spatial or speed performance. After adjustment for antihypertensive treatment, the DBP results at 68 years of age divided into tertiles was found to be associated with spatial functioning, in terms of Block Design ($p=0.04$, $r=-0.15$) and with speed performance, in terms of Digit Symbol Substitution ($p=0.02$, $r=-0.19$) at 81 years of age.

A decrease in DBP in terms of tertiles from 68 to 81 years of age was found to be associated with a lower levels of cognitive functioning on Synonyms, Paired Associates, Digit Symbol Substitution and the MMSE at 81 years of age. The mean DBP level at 68 years was 100 mmHg in the group in which DBP was reduced by $\geq 15$ mmHg, these men also showing significantly lower cognitive functioning than the others already at 68 years of age, on the Synonyms, Paired Associates and Digit Symbol Substitution tests, see Table 4.

SBP $\geq 160$ mmHg was noted in sixty-nine out of the 185 men (37%) at 68 years of age. The cognitive levels found at 81 years of age was not found to differ between the groups with respect to their SBP levels at 68 years of age. Only the Benton Visual Retention Test at follow-up was negatively correlated with the earlier SBP level found at 68 years of age, divided into tertiles. This association with results of the Benton Visual Retention Test was not noted at 68 years of age. No association was found between changes in SBP or in cognitive functioning from 68 to 81 years of age although the mean increase in SBP in the highest tertile was 11 mmHg, whereas the DBP in this group was unchanged.

A multiple regression model was used to examine the influence of possible confounders, such as lifestyle factors, education and arteriosclerotic manifestations on the associations that were noted between the hypertension diagnosis, DBP, SBP and cognitive functioning. The first model included education, marital status, social class, smoking, alcohol intake, hyperlipidemia, and physical activity at the age of 68 years as confounding factors. The association between DBP, divided into tertiles, and the spatial Block Design Test results ($p=0.026$) remained following these adjustments, whereas the univariate associations with Digit Symbol ($p=0.06$) and Paired Associates ($p=0.14$) obtained previous were not significant here. The Block Design Test results were also negatively associated with SBP, see Table 5. A decrease in DBP from 68 to 81 years, controlled for the same confounders, was found to be associated with a lower functioning in speed performance (Digit Symbol), spatial functioning assessed by the Block Design Test and verbal functioning tested by Paired Associates ($\beta=0.16; p=0.04$) at follow-up, see Table 5. The intermediate effect of arteriosclerotic manifestations on the noted associations between blood pressure and cognitive functions was tested in a second multiple regression model. The negative relations of DBP and SBP to spatial functioning (Block Design) remained, as well as the associations between changes in DBP at follow-up and spatial functioning, speed performance (Digit Symbol) and Paired Associates results ($\beta=0.18; p=0.03$) after
Table 5. Cognitive functions at age 81 years by blood pressure levels at the age of 68 years and change of blood pressure between 68 to 81 years. Diastolic (DBP) and systolic (SBP) blood pressure by tertiles and differences of DBP and SBP by tertiles and hypertension (HT) are adjusted for confounders\(^1\) and possible intermediates\(^2\) in two multiple regression models. Standardised beta coefficients are given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive test(^3)</th>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>First model(^1)</th>
<th>Second model(^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\beta)</td>
<td>95% CI for B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Design</td>
<td>DBP</td>
<td>-0.176</td>
<td>-2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SBP</td>
<td>-0.155</td>
<td>-2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>-0.151</td>
<td>-3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change of DBP</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change of SBP</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benton Visual</td>
<td>DBP</td>
<td>-0.155</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention</td>
<td>SBP</td>
<td>-0.186</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>-0.152</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change of DBP</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change of SBP</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Symbol</td>
<td>DBP</td>
<td>-0.160</td>
<td>-3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitution</td>
<td>SBP</td>
<td>-0.107</td>
<td>-3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>-0.105</td>
<td>-5.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change of DBP</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change of SBP</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) The multiple regression model included education, marital status, social class, smoking habits, alcohol intake, hyperlipidemia, and physical activity.

\(^2\) The second model included confounders in the first model and occurrence at baseline of carotid artery stenosis, ischemic heart disease and ABPI <0.90.

\(^3\) Synonyms and MMSE were not associated to DBP, SBP or HT in the model and these data are not shown. Paired Associates was only associated to changed DBP.
adjustments were made for ABPI, ischaemic heart disease, carotid artery stenosis and the same confounders as included in the first model.

Separate analysis of the Δ values for cognitive functioning between 68 and 81 years of age as the dependent variables, on the one hand, and DBP, SBP and HT, on the other, in the regression model revealed a significant association between Δ Block Design and DBP, adjusted for the same confounders and intermediates as above, beta=0.18 (CI 0.12; 2.04; p=0.027). Similar results were found when antihypertensive treatment was adjusted for (beta=0.19, p=0.025). Depressive mood as assessed by the Zung self-rating depression scale did not show any significant differences between the three blood pressure groups.

The main findings in paper III

The present cohort study demonstrates an association between blood pressure (BP) levels and rCBF, especially at night.

A group of 185 men were examined both at the age of 81 and at follow-up, the subjects being contacted and asked to participate in a cerebral blood flow (rCBF) examination and in 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM), 108 of the men taking part in both. Eleven men were excluded due to insufficient recording quality, 97 men being included in the final statistical analysis.

Mean DBP and SBP during the day were 76±10 mmHg and 131±12 mmHg, respectively, the mean DBP and SBP during the night being 68±11 mmHg and 121±13 mmHg, respectively. The mean level of DBP at night in the lowest tertile (DBP<61 mmHg) was 56.9±3.2 mmHg and for the lowest tertile of SBP (SBP< 115 mmHg) at night was 59.2±5.8 mmHg DBP, see Table 6.

for the temporal right (p=0.012) and the left medial (p=0.039) regions. Similar findings were noted for DBP and SBP during the day. The mean value of DBP during the day was correlated with rCBF in the temporal right medial region (p=0.025), see Table 7.

After the analyses were stratified for DBP during the day, subjects with high DBP (>70 mmHg) during the day showed a stronger association between rCBF in the right temporal medial region and mean DBP at night (r=0.323, p=0.009) than subjects with a low DBP (<70 mmHg) during the day, see Figure 2.

Of the 32 subjects having a low DBP at night (<61 mmHg), there were 11 (34%) who had a DBP during the day >70mmHg. Thus, simply measuring the blood pressure during the day was unable to identify a third of the subjects who showed low DBP at night.
Table 6. Mean blood pressure levels at night at 81 years of age for diastolic blood pressure (DBP) and systolic blood pressure (SBP), divided into tertiles. The findings are based on 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>DBP tertiles at night</th>
<th>SBP tertiles at night</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>low &lt;61 mmHg</td>
<td>middle 61-70 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean DBP night</td>
<td>56.9 (3.2)</td>
<td>65.8 (2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean DBP day</td>
<td>66.8 (6.5)</td>
<td>74.4 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean SBP night</td>
<td>111.1 (10.0)</td>
<td>120.5 (9.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean SBP day</td>
<td>123.0 (9.9)</td>
<td>130.0 (11.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low &lt;115 mmHg</td>
<td>middle 115-125 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean DBP night</td>
<td>59.2 (5.8)</td>
<td>67.5 (6.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean DBP day</td>
<td>69.4 (8.5)</td>
<td>74.7 (7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean SBP night</td>
<td>106.7 (5.43)</td>
<td>120.8 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean SBP day</td>
<td>120.0 (7.9)</td>
<td>129.4 (6.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7. Spearman rank correlation coefficients (rs) between cerebral blood flow in different regions (CBF), on the one hand, and mean diastolic blood pressure (DBP) and mean systolic blood pressure (SBP), respectively, on the other, at night and during the day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CBF region</th>
<th>DBP</th>
<th></th>
<th>SBP</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DBP night</td>
<td>DBP day</td>
<td></td>
<td>SBP night</td>
<td>SBP day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rs</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>rs</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>rs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal lobe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right</td>
<td>-0.211</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>-0.114</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>-0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left</td>
<td>-0.242</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>-0.105</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>-0.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal lobe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right medial</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right lateral</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left medial</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left lateral</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>-0.086</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parietal lobe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>-0.104</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occipital lobe</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Hypertension, blood pressure, cognition and cerebral blood flow

Mean DBP at day < 70 mm Hg (n=32)

Mean DBP at night (mm Hg)

\[ r = -0.640; \text{NS} \]

Mean DBP at day >70 mm Hg (n=65)

Mean DBP at night (mm Hg)

\[ r = 0.323; p = 0.009 \]

Figure 2. Positive association between mean DBP at night and cerebral blood flow in the temporal medial right region in subjects with high DBP during the day (>70 mmHg).
Mean rCBF levels for the temporal regions were not found to differ when the 21 subjects with a low DBP at night (<61 mmHg) and a low DBP at day (<70 mmHg) were compared with the corresponding 11 subjects who had a high DBP during the day (>70 mmHg), although the former group had a numerically higher rCBF. The levels of rCBF among the 65 subjects with a high DBP during the day (>70 mmHg) were significantly lower in the right and left temporal medial regions in those with a low DBP at night (DBP<61 mmHg; n= 11) than in the others (DBP>61 mmHg; n= 54). No significant difference between the right and left temporal medial regions in terms of rCBF was noted in relation to DBP at night in the subgroup with low DBP during the day.

A analysis of the correlation between rCBF in different regions and the mean SBP both during the day and night, given in tertiles, showed there to be a significant negative correlation between them in the left frontal region regarding SBP at night. A positive correlation between them was noted in the left medial temporal region regarding SBP during the day.

The main findings of paper IV

In this study, relations in the elderly population between nocturnal blood pressure, including both SBP and DBP, were measured especially the fall in nocturnal blood pressure fall and changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF). Of the 185 men who were examined at the age of 81, ninety-seven of them who had undergone both CBF measurement and ambulatory BP monitoring were included in the study. In this group of men, SBP was found to decrease at night in 85 of them and to increase at night in the other 12. Similar results were noted for DBP, which decreased at night in 84 of the subjects and increased at night in the remaining 13. A negative correlation was noted between the relative fall in DBP at night and CBF in the temporal medial, temporal lateral, and parietal inferior regions of both hemispheres, see Figure 3.

The relative fall in SBP at night was not found to be correlated in any way with regional CBF. During the 14 years prior to the last follow-up, the office SBP was found to have increased in 31 (32%) of the subjects.

The difference between the office SBP during the 14 years prior to the last follow-up showed there to be higher proportion of subjects with increasing office SBP in the age period of 68-82 years among the nocturnal extreme DBP-dippers than among the subjects with decreasing longitudinal office SBP (p=0.056). A significant correlation was noted between a continued nocturnal DBP fall and the differences in office SBP between the ages of 68 and 82 years (r=0.199; p=0.05). Analysis of the correlation between CBF and nocturnal fall in DBP was repeated by use of partial correlations, controlling for the difference in office SBP between the ages of 68 and 82 years. The correlations were found here to no longer be significant, except for one region, the temporal lateral lobe of the left hemisphere. In the 31 subjects showing an increase in office SBP during the 14-year period, no significant difference in the prevalence of hypertension was found between the extreme-dippers and the rest of population.
Figure 3. Distribution of the individual CBF values in relation to nocturnal fall in DBP.
Discussion

The present studies extend and confirm previous findings of an association being found in the elderly between blood pressure levels, on the one hand, and arteriosclerotic vessel diseases, cerebrovascular diseases, cognition and cerebral circulation. It is hoped that the findings of the present studies can contribute to a better understanding of the complex relationship between blood pressure levels and risk of cognitive decline in the healthy elderly population. Hypertension was shown to be a major risk factor for the development of CAS. It was also shown that the development of CAS increases with age and that by 81 years of age nearly everyone in the group had developed CAS (93%).

Support was also obtained for the hypothesis that high BP is associated with poor cognitive performance, in terms of spatial function in particular. High blood pressure at the baseline examination, especially DBP and the decrease in it, was found to be inversely related to speed performance and to spatial functioning on psychometric tests taken 13 years later. Nocturnal blood pressure levels also influenced cerebral blood circulation and were correlated with rCBF. Analysis of the correlations between rCBF in the different regions and the mean DBP at night showed significant correlations of this sort for right temporal and left medial regions. Abnormalities in these brain structures, which are related to vascular diseases and cardiovascular risk factors, can be seen as a clinical syndrome of intellectual decline produced by ischemic and hypoxic brain lesions. Negative correlations were also obtained between the relative fall in DBP at night and CBF in the medial temporal, lateral temporal and inferior parietal regions of both hemispheres but not between CBF in these or any other regions and the relative fall in SBP at night. The difference in office SBP values between the beginning and of the 14-year period prior to the last follow-up showed there to be a higher proportion of subjects with increasing office SBP during the age period of 68-82 years among the nocturnal extreme DBP-dippers than among the subjects with a decreasing longitudinal office SBP.

Population

The dissertation is based on four studies in which use was made of data from the population study “Men born in 1914”. In a population study a high level of participation is important, since a low rate of participation can invalidate the results, due to the selection bias that the lack of data on the non-participants can cause. Although “Men born in 1914” is fairly small numerically as compared with many other population studies, it is a very rigorous study using basically the same methodology throughout to a large extent. Five hundred men participated in the examination at the age of 68 and 185 of them were re-examined at 81 years of age. Thus, 37% of the original cohort were participants in both study I and study II. There were 97 of the 185 original subjects who, reaching the age of 82, underwent cerebral blood flow (rCBF) examination and ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM).
19.4% of the original cohort were participants in study III and in study IV. Subjects were not excluded through use of any other selection principle. No confounding of age was present since all participants were born the same year and they were also from the same urban area. However, the restriction to male subjects in the present studies could limit generalisation of the results to elderly female subjects, even if the men participating are representative of the men of their age in the community. Selective mortality in the population studied cannot be excluded, however. A selective mortality between 1982 and 1995 could affect the results, since it is probable that subjects in whom atherosclerosis had progressed farthest did not reach the follow-up in the years 1995-96. This could result in a possible underestimation of the risk due to blood pressure effects, for example. In the cohort (n=500) at 68 years of age, 24% had CAS (n=118). As expected, more men who died between 1982 and 1996 had initially had CAS (29%) than was the case for the men who were re-examined (20%). However, similar proportions of men who had CAS were noted in the participants (20%) and in the non-participants (17%). Furthermore, the incidence of stroke between 1982 and 1995 was higher among the non-participants than among the participants, 21.3% and 10.8%, respectively. The fact of only one subject being diagnosed as having dementia suggests there to be a selection towards cognitively more intact persons, perhaps more willing to participate or capable of participating in the study, which means that cognitive performance in the study was defined relative to a group probably healthier than normal for their age. The study results thus seem valid for an elderly population of men with no diagnosis of dementia.

One of the major reasons for the growing interest in blood pressure changes and atherosclerosis as risk factors in relation to cognitive decline is that they represent conditions that can be treated, its thus being possible in this way to reduce forms of cognitive decline that have dementia as an end point. Blood pressure, measured at the age of 54 in our cohort was significantly higher in the men who died of cardiovascular disease during the 13 years until follow-up than among those who survived (p<0.001). The overall prevalence of hypertension, defined as SBP≥160 mmHg and DBP≥90 mmHg, is estimated to be nearly 50% in persons aged 70 years and older [55]. A similar prevalence of hypertension could be noted in our cohort at the age of 81.

Discussion of methods

Ultrasonographic methods

In study I, the examination included ultrasonographic measurement of the carotid arteries and the assessment of cardiovascular risk factors, performed on 185 men. Ultrasonographic examination of the carotid arteries was conducted by use of the continuous-wave doppler method at 68 years of age and of the duplex method at 81 years of age. The maximum frequency for the Doppler shift (MFS) is closely related to the extent of stenosis [5]. MFS from the proximal part of the internal carotid artery increased with increasing degrees of stenosis. On the average, an MFS of 3.1 KHz corresponds to a 30% reduction in vessel diameter of and one of 6.1 KHz
roughly to a reduction in diameter of 60%. If no doppler signals could be obtained in the proximal and distal parts of the internal carotid artery, the vessel was diagnosed as being totally occluded. When the subjects were 81 years of age, the carotid arteries were examined using a Duplex method. The color-coded Doppler was used to localise areas of high flow velocity in the ICA, the maximum flow velocity then being sought and being measured carefully using a pulsed Doppler. A Doppler shift of 1 kHz corresponds to a flow velocity of 0.31 m/s. The degree of stenosis was considered to be less than 30% if no plaques were present and the peak systolic velocity was within normal limits (below 1 m/s). Whenever the ICA was patent but the peak systolic velocity was 4.4 m/s or more, the degree of stenosis was estimated to be 99%. The ultrasonographic technique has limitations in assessing mild stenosis due to the fact that stenosis of less than 30% does not lead to an increase in flow velocity. Carotid artery disease was defined as a maximum frequency shift (MFS) >3.1 kHz (corresponding to a stenosis of more than 30% of the cross-sectional diameter of the internal carotid artery lumen), or occlusion of the carotid artery either unilaterally or bilaterally. Previous studies have shown that spectral analysis increases the usefulness of continuous-wave doppler method in the diagnosis of carotid artery disease [114, 126]. A high diagnostic accuracy of the continuous-wave Doppler, when compared to angiography of the carotid arteries, was found [with 94.6% sensitivity and 90.7% specificity] to detect stenosis of 30% or more [124]. A previous study of the B-mode ultrasonography showed there to be a high degree of reproducibility of the lumen diameter of the common carotid artery with a reported inter-observer difference of 0.4 ± 0.3 mm, r=0.90 and an intra-observer difference of 0.2 ± 0.2 mm, r=0.92 [115].

A few of the men also had a less pronounced stenosis at re-examination, which could indicate the regression of symptoms, although it is more likely to represent misclassification, due to the high level of reproducibility of the method. However, since a high reproducibility and validity of the method have been reported previously, the changes noted probably represent progression of the disease.

Hypertension and measures of office BP

In study I office BP levels at baseline were used to examine the association between stenosis of the carotid artery and BP. Office BP at baseline was measured by a sphygmomanometer with the individual in a sitting position after 15 minutes of rest. Blood pressure measurement at follow-up was performed while the subject was in the prone position. Three pressures were recorded, each to the nearest 5 mmHg, the mean of these assessments being calculated.

Hypertension was defined as a systolic and diastolic brachial blood pressure >160 mmHg and >90, respectively, or the subject’s receiving medication for hypertension. Study I confirms elevated blood pressure being the principal risk factor for the development of CAS. The role of high blood pressure, not only as a risk factor but also as an etiologic factor in the development of stroke, is supported by results from large clinical trials [33-36] in which a reduced incidence of stroke was demonstrated.
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after antihypertensive treatment was given. Hypertension being a potential risk factor for the development of CAS and other ischemic cerebral diseases was supported by the findings of the present study. However, the area is still one involving controversy, due to a considerable extent to the relative lack of studies focusing on an elderly population. Even if no controlled clinical trials have clearly shown there to be benefits in treating elderly persons with an SBP of 140-159 mmHg, the recommendations of the European Society of Hypertension together with European Society of Cardiology (ESH-ESC) [127], the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC) [128] and WHO [129] are that one lower the SBP at least to a level below 140 mmHg, based to a considerable extent on extrapolations from studies of younger persons. Both ESH-ESC and JNC appear to be positive to this regime in their reports, also in regard to elderly persons over 80 years of age, whereas WHO states that no conclusions can be drawn as yet concerning the antihypertensive treatment of the very elderly. In the elderly, there have been shown to be benefits of antihypertensive drug treatment if repeated measurements of SBP are 160 mmHg or higher [130].

In study II the association of blood pressure levels, changes in blood pressure and cognitive performance levels at 68 and 81 years of age, respectively, in a male cohort was analysed. The separate measurement of office DBP and SBP at baseline was used to examine the association between cognitive functioning and both systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressure, as well as changes in office DBP and SBP, viewed separate from one another, their both being divided into tertiles [(DBP: lowest tertile-<90 mmHg, middle tertile-≥90-<95 mmHg, highest tertile-≥95 mmHg); (SBP: lowest tertile-<140 mmHg, middle tertile-≥140-<160 mmHg, highest tertile-≥160 mmHg)], and differences between the tertiles in terms of the cognitive tests that were given being examined. Changes in DBP and SBP were obtained by subtracting these two pressure levels at follow-up from the levels at baseline, the differences being divided into tertiles ((DBP decreased ≥15 mmHg or <15 mmHg and DBP increased ≥0 mmHg); (SBP decreased ≥15 mmHg or <15 mmHg and SBP increased ≥0 mmHg)).

During the last few decades the association between blood pressure and intellectual functioning has been the focus of many research projects [54-59]. Although considerable numbers of large population studies have been conducted, the assumed association is not fully understood. Recent studies [54-56], both prospective and cross-sectional, give added support to the link between blood pressure level and cognition. Mixed results concerning the relationship between blood pressure level and cognitive functioning have been presented in previous studies [54-56, 58, 59]. The Framingham Study [56] found elevated blood pressure in midlife to be associated with lower cognitive functioning in late life evidence was obtained for a negative association between blood pressure levels, few if any of the participants studied taking antihypertensive medication, and cognitive performance measured 12-14 years later. Higher blood pressure (both systolic and diastolic, analysed separately) was predictive of lower performance in terms of a composite neuropsychological performance.
score and measures of attention and memory [131]. Similar results were obtained in the Honolulu-Asia Aging Study [59]. Another study showed diastolic hypertension, but not systolic hypertension, to be related to lower performance on a free-recall memory test in 2433 elderly subjects in the Iowa Aging Study [132]. These findings were confirmed in a Swedish population-based cohort study of 70-year old men followed from 50 to 70 years, when cognitive functions were assessed by the Mini-Mental State Examination and the Trail-Making Test. High diastolic blood pressure at baseline predicted later impairment of cognitive performance, also after men with a previous stroke were excluded [58]. Study II confirms elevated blood pressure being a risk factor for impaired cognitive functioning. Support was obtained for the hypothesis that hypertension, particularly high DBP in late midlife, is associated with a decline in spatial cognitive performance in elderly men.

Elevated blood pressure is an important risk factor for stroke and vascular dementia [133]. Few studies have addressed the problem of decreasing blood pressure in the elderly and the fact that cognitive functioning also shows age-related changes that could influence interpretation of the possible effects of high blood pressure on cognition. A 15-year follow-up study showed that individuals who developed dementia between the ages of 79 and 85 years had higher systolic and diastolic pressures at the ages of 70 and 75 than patients who did not develop dementia [63]. The authors suggested that previously elevated blood pressure levels can increase the risk of dementia, and also of Alzheimer’s disease. These findings were confirmed in study II, in which it was shown that changes in DBP (a decrease) between 68 and 81 years of age, handled as tertiles, were associated with lower levels of cognitive functioning at 81 years. The mean DBP level at 68 years of age was 100 mmHg in the group with a reduction in DBP of ≥15 mmHg, these men also having significantly lower levels of cognitive functioning at 81 years of age, as measured in terms of verbal, speed performance and visuospatial tests than others subjects did. The question of whether high blood pressure, as a risk factor for cerebrovascular disease, causes cognitive decline, or the observed decline in blood pressure in the elderly is the effect of cerebrovascular damage, remains to be answered. The mechanisms underlying hypertension-related cognitive changes are complex and are not fully understood and few studies have included patients receiving antihypertensive treatment. The increased risk of cognitive decline in subjects with low SBP found in cross-sectional studies can be attributed to a reduction in blood pressure in patients with concomitant diseases that also influence cognition. One longitudinal study, the EPESE study, reported a non-linear association between DBP and SBP and memory functions [134]. The group there in which SBP was lower than 130 mmHg performed less well than participants above this level did. The present hypertension guidelines focus on cardiovascular disease risk factors, the blood pressure levels between 130 and 139 mm Hg and between 85 and 89 mmHg being considered to be high-normal levels [116]. A recent follow-up study in connection with the Framingham Heart Study concluded that high-normal blood pressure is associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular disease [50]. Thus far, little is known about the possible effects on cognitive functioning of lowering blood pressure to these levels in the elderly. In fact, participants whose SBP
had increased showed no difference in verbal or spatial performance compared with others. This also highlights the limitations of cross-sectional studies of the elderly. Subjects with low blood pressure may have previously been exposed to HT. The potential positive effect of blood pressure levels being lower than 140 mmHg is still under debate [50].

We found no association between changes in SBP between 68 and 81 years of age and cognitive functioning, although the mean increase in SBP in the highest tertile was 11 mmHg, whereas the DBP in this group was unchanged.

Measures of cognitive functioning

In study II a neuropsychological test battery consisting of five psychometric tests was administered to all subjects in order to evaluate their cognitive performance. The psychological investigation at baseline, carried out by a clinical psychologist was repeated in an almost identical manner by a second clinical psychologist at follow-up. Scoring and administration were performed strictly according to the test manuals. To measure verbal performance, two tests were employed: Synonyms, a standard Swedish verbal intelligence test, and Paired Associates (Cronholm-Molander Paired Associates Test), a verbal short-term memory test. To assess perceptual and logical processing or reviewing ability and flexibility, the Digit Symbol Substitution Test was employed. To assess spatial ability, two tests were used: the Block Design Test and Benton Visual Retention Test, the latter test also assessing spatial short-term memory. It appears that the group being studied here in terms of its cognitive performance consisted of persons healthier than average for their age, especially since only one man was diagnosed as having dementia. The majority of subjects were examined neuropsychologically by use of the five psychological tests referred to earlier (Synonyms n=160, Block Design n=170, Paired Associates n=168, Digit Symbol n=154 and Benton Visual Retention test n=141). At the age 81 years, some of the men did not complete all of these tests. However, the men whose tests were incomplete and had only been assessed at the age of 68 years, their numbers ranging from 14 men for the Block Design to 43 men for the Benton Visual Retention test, had similar results at baseline to the men with complete test results. The mean scores were as follows: Synonyms 18.4±6.1, Block Design 20.7±8.0, Paired Associates 18.5±5.4, Digit Symbol 38.3±11.2 and Benton Visual Retention Test 5.9±1.5. Synonyms and DBP reached a significance level of p=0.028. The pattern of associations between blood pressure (DBP and SBP) and cognitive functioning at baseline was basically the same for subjects who responded at follow-up and those who did not. No significant differences between the non-responders and responders were found concerning the relationship between the various tests, on the one hand, and the tertiles of the DBP and SBP measures obtained for the subjects at 68 years of age, on the other. However, few longitudinal studies have described changes in cognition in the very old or other detrimental effects of hypertension. To our knowledge, there has been no such study as yet focusing on subjects of this high age level. The lack of any association being found between cognitive function and BP in previous studies could
be explained by the fact that the age-related decline differs from one type of cognitive function to another and that some tests are probably more sensitive in assessing abilities in terms of concentration, attention and spatial functions than MMSE, for example, is a test concerned with several cognitive functions and often used to assess cognitive impairment. This was also supported by findings in the present study of no association being found between MMSE scores and either DBP or SBP. The mixed results found in the literature could also be explained by the fact that most studies have used only a few neuropsychological tests or tests involving composite variables. The use of only composite variables to assess cognitive functioning does not seem justified. In the present study the neuropsychological examination involved five tests of cognitive ability referred to. Knowledge of the reference values for normal cognitive levels for the elderly is lacking what has been studied has been simply the associations found between BP levels and cognitive functioning. The results of cognitive functioning could be influenced by depressive mood. No differences in mean level of the Zung self-rating depression scale were noted between subjects divided in the three blood pressure groups and depressive feelings seems unlikely as a confounder for the findings in this study.

Ambulatory blood pressure monitoring

Ambulatory blood pressure (BP) was monitored during a 24-hour period, using non-invasive equipment (Micro AM-5600, Kontron Instruments), microphonic criteria together with an oscillometric backup system being employed. The accuracy of the recorders was confirmed by simultaneous measurements by a standard mercury sphygmomanometer, ambulatory readings being accepted if they were within 10 mmHg of results the standard method gave. Programming of the intervals involved was performed in terms of three readings at 20 min intervals being obtained during a day (from 06.20 am to 09.40 pm) and at 60 min intervals at night (from 10.00 pm to 06.00 am). The criteria for the exclusion of measurements of low quality were defined. Subjects with missing data pertaining to more than 6h altogether during the day or to more than 3h at night, or showing more than 3h of consecutive deficit during the day or 2h or more at night were excluded. To our knowledge, in previous studies MABP during the day and at night were calculated, but participants with missing data were not excluded. The limits for missing data selected were arbitrary, but if a greater number of participants had been included, the mean calculated levels during the night might have been falsely high. Incomplete registration of BP at night could reduce assessments of circadian variability. In the present study 32% of the participants had complete registration of their data, 34% and 26%, respectively, having missing data in terms of 1 or 2 entries being missing. A mean value for DBP and SBP, separately during the day and at night were calculated and were divided into tertiles:

\[
\text{(DBP-tertiles at night: low<60 mmHg, medium 61-70 mmHg, high >70 mmHg); (SBP-tertiles at night:low<115 mmHg, medium 115-125 mmHg, high>125 mmHg))} \]

\[
\text{(DBP-tertiles during the day: low<70 mmHg and high>70 mmHg); (SBP-tertiles during the day: low<115 mmHg and high>115 mmHg)} \]

and were used to study of rCBF in different regions. Mean SBP and DBP at night did not differ between
these groups, the variability being expressed as SD (range of mean DBP at night 66-71 mmHg for groups without missing data or for 1, 2 and 3 missing entries).

In study III we analysed the association between blood pressure levels, both systolic and diastolic, day and night, assessed by 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) and as regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) disturbances in the cohort of men born in 1914. Blood pressure normally displays a circadian rhythm involving a slight nocturnal drop. Both “non-dipping” and “extreme dipping” have been shown to be associated with cerebrovascular disease [68, 69]. There are few studies dealing with this in a very elderly population, however, although there are reports of circadian variation diminishing in upper age groups [135, 136]. No previous studies have examined variations in blood pressure at night as a possible risk factor in the cerebral circulation of the elderly. Mean levels of BP at night were calculated, their relation to rCBF being examined. It is possible that transient drops to low BP levels might not be registered, since BP was only measured hourly at night, so that the circadian variability could well be underestimated [69, 136]. However, low mean BP levels at night could be a more important indicator of cerebral ischemia than episodic changes in blood pressure levels are. Such findings indicate that continuous blood pressure recording is of special value in studying the relation between cerebral functioning and variations in blood pressure. Previous studies of patients with hypertension have reported that non-dipping during the night represents a risk for cerebrovascular disease[76]. Consistent variations in blood pressure occur as a result of diurnal rhythms, with the highest pressures being in the morning and the lowest during sleep [67]. Blood pressure in some patients with essential hypertension is known to remain elevated throughout the night. These patients, whose 24 h blood pressure does not follow the normal diurnal pattern but remains high at night, are likely to suffer more cerebrovascular complications as well as other atherosclerotic cardiovascular diseases than those whose blood pressure falls at night. An explanation for the present finding could be that the MABP for these men were at normal levels. However, the prevalence of cardiovascular disease was more prominent in the group that showed low DBP levels at night, which might indicate disturbed autoregulation.

Definition of extreme-dippers
Blood pressure (BP) normally displays a circadian rhythm involving a slight nocturnal drop. It is still unknown how the nocturnal BP fall influences cerebral circulation. In study IV the relation between the fall in nocturnal blood pressure and changes in cerebral blood flow in elderly men was examined. For the individual data, relative day-to-night changes in BP were calculated using the mean daytime and nighttime BP values: (daytime mean BP – nighttime mean BP) x 100/daytime BP. The 97 men were divided on the basis of their fall in nocturnal systolic and diastolic BP (%) into three groups through the highest tertile subgroup being defined as diastolic extreme- dippers (DBP fall>14%), or systolic extreme-dippers (SBP fall>10,5 %), whereas the median and the lowest tertiles subgroups were dealt with as a single group. The relative fall in DBP at night, but not the relative fall in SBP at night, was
found to be negatively correlated with CBF in the medial temporal, the lateral temporal and the inferior parietal regions of both hemispheres. Studies of brain-damaged patients with selective memory impairment have convincingly demonstrated that some forms of long-term memory ability depend on the integrity of the medial temporal lobe. The medial temporal lobe has widespread and reciprocal connection with the associative neocortex as well as with subcortical structures. Abnormalities in these brain structures are related to vascular diseases and cardiovascular risk factors and can be seen as constituting a clinical syndrome of intellectual decline produced by ischemic and hypoxic brain lesions. The difference between the offices SBP during 14 years prior to the last follow-up showed there to be a higher proportion of subjects with increasing office SBP during the age span of 68-82 years among the nocturnal extreme DBP-dippers than among subjects with a decreasing longitudinal office SBP. It is known that blood pressure tends to decrease over time in the very elderly. In the cohort of men 81 years of age, there were 2/3 of them who showed a decrease in SBP and 1/3 of them who showed an increase in SBP during the period of observation. In the 31 subjects showing an increase in office SBP over the 14 years, there were no differences in the prevalence of hypertension between extreme-dippers and the remainder of the group. It can be suggested that the minority showing an increase in SBP have a pathological autoregulation of blood pressure, even if they fail to develop hypertension. A low level of CBF can reflect degenerative or ischemic changes and local dysfunction. These findings indicate a possible relationship between silent brain changes and an extreme fall in blood pressure at night. However, low BP levels at night could be a more important indicator of cerebral ischemia than episodic changes in blood pressure levels are. Such findings indicate that continuous blood pressure recording is of special value in studying the relation between cerebral functioning and blood pressure variations with the aim of identifying individuals at risk for possible cerebral ischaemic lesions.

Cerebral blood flow

Cerebral blood flow measurement was performed with single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) one hour after the intravenous injection of 800MBq of $^{99m}$Tc-hexamethylpropyleneamine oxime ($^{99m}$Tc HMPAO; Ceretec®, Amersham Int.) [123, 124]. Subjects were placed in a prone position on the gamma camera couch, their head being fixed by use of vacuum cushion. Examination was performed under resting conditions, lighting and background noise being of normal level. Image processing included reconstruction of 10 transaxial slices, 1 cm thick, from 1 cm below the orbitomeatal line and upward. Regions of interest (ROI:s) were delineated in each slice by the use of a standardized set of three-dimensional regions. The ROI:s were positioned and scaled to the recorded SPECT slices based on the external borders of each slice. They included the cerebellum, the occipital area, and in each hemisphere the cortex of the frontal orbital, lateral and medial regions, the superior and inferior parietal regions, and the medial and lateral temporal regions. The value measured in each ROI was expressed as a percentage of the mean cerebellar count density. The "large" regions were used for analysis. The large lobular ROI were cre-
ated by merging several small ROIs into a single lobular ROI in order to reduce the amount of multiple statistical testing needed. In study III the ROIs used for cerebral blood flow estimation were as follows: [frontal lobe (right and left), temporal lobes (right medial and right lateral and left medial and left lateral), parietal lobe (right and left) and occipital lobe]; in study IV the ROIs used for cerebral blood flow estimation were the followings: [frontal lobe (right and left), temporal lobes (right medial and right lateral and left medial and left lateral), parietal lobes (right inferior and superior and left superior and inferior) and occipital lobe]. The rCBF method has been found to be sensitive in detecting cerebral changes related to stroke and dementia [62, 80, 81]. The single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) method has also shown high correlations with cerebral blood flow ratio as estimated by means of positron emission tomography (PET) [86, 98]. Cerebral atrophy with an increase in the size of the ventricular system could introduce false, low estimates of rCBF in regions close to the ventricles. The regions employed were chosen in accordance with previous studies using both rCBF and CT [92, 99]. Another limitation of the method is that of artefacts due to movements of the head during examination. In the present studies examinations were performed under resting conditions using a vacuum cushion to minimize errors of this sort. If small multiple ROIs are used for statistical analyses, the risk of false positive results increases due to the multiple comparison phenomenons. Thus, the number of ROIs has been limited in order to reduce Type 1 errors, large lobular ROIs being employed in the studies. An unwanted consequence of using large ROIs is that minor vascular changes go undetected. As regards $^{99m}$Tc HMPAO, the cerebellum is frequently used as a stable reference region, since it is unaffected by most cerebrovascular and degenerative diseases [123].

Discussion of the results

Normal aging is associated with the degeneration of specific neuronal systems. Brain atrophy, white matter changes and silent infarction, frequently detected in the elderly by computer tomography and magnetic resonance imaging, are correlated with vascular risk factors and with cognitive decline [99]. There is general consensus that hypertension is an important risk factor for the occurrence of cerebrovascular disease. The role of high blood pressure, not only as a risk factor but also as an etiologic factor in the development of stroke, is supported by large clinical trials in which a reduced incidence of stroke after antihypertensive treatment has been given has been demonstrated [33, 34]. However, hypertension is also related to the development of atherosclerosis, ischemic cerebrovascular disease and dementia. The association between hypertension and increased risk of stroke could be mediated both by haemorrhagic stroke and by tromb-embolic stroke through the development of CAS. The result of long-term exposure to vascular risk factors, including hypertension, has been associated with the development of atherosclerotic disease in which small infarctions or alterations in blood flow are assumed to have negative consequences for cerebral circulation [35]. The marker of atherosclerosis in the large arteries is carotid stenosis. Hypertension as a potential risk factor for the development of CAS was supported in the present study, which is among the few to use non-invasive testing to evaluate the
prevalence and progression of carotid arterial disease in an elderly population. To our knowledge, there are a few previous longitudinal studies of the degree of progression of CAS in the elderly.

In study I it was shown that in the cohort "Men born in 1914" (n=185), the proportion of men with CAS changed noticeably during the 13 years to follow-up, where at 68 years of age 37 of the men had CAS. Of the 148 men with normal carotid blood flow at 68 years of age, only 12 were lacking in any signs of CAS at the re-examination in 1995-96, whereas 136 of them had developed it by the time of the follow-up, 93% of the surviving study cohort having CAS at 81 years of age. It was noted that 14 of the 136 men (10%) having CAS had experienced an incident stroke or TIA during the period to follow-up and that these occurred only in men who had CAS.

The results show there to be a significantly higher proportion of men with hypertension who developed carotid artery stenosis than those who did not in accordance with previous studies [27, 31, 32].

In the population-based Framingham Heart Study, information concerning a sample of 429 men and 661 women was studied who underwent B-mode ultrasound measurements of the carotid artery. Their mean age was 75 years, and each had attended most of the biennial clinic examinations given over the 34 years prior to the carotid ultrasound study. CAS (25% or more) was present in 189 of the men (44%) and 226 of the women (34%). High systolic blood pressure, high cholesterol levels, and smoking were associated with an increased risk of CAS in this elderly population [32]. The lower prevalence of CAS in the men in that study as compared with our data, 44% versus 93%, could partly be explained by the lower age of that group. In another study, the Russian Population Study, which included 529 subjects, 343 men and 186 women, aged 36-84 years a 9.4% prevalence of dense carotid artery stenosis (more than 50%) was reported in men who were 75 years of age or older [32]. This prevalence was similar to our findings of 7.7% dense CAS in the left side of the total cohort. The prevalence and degree of carotid artery stenosis in that study were significantly correlated with age, hypertension and smoking, but not with diabetes, hyperlipidemia or obesity. In the study by Muluk and co-authors, systolic hypertension also turned out to be one of the major predictors of the progression of CAS [27].

However, this area is still one involving controversy, due to a considerable extent to the relative lack studies focusing on elderly subjects.

Our findings confirm elevated blood pressure being the principal risk factor for the development of CAS. This seems to be true as well for the very old. In the present study it was shown that the development of CAS increases with age and that almost all the subjects developed CAS by 81 years of age (93%). However, the majority of the men developed a moderate stenosis, defined as one of <50%, only few of them developing a high degree of CAS. Only a slight progression was noted among the survivors who had already had CAS at 68 years of age. The risk of developing a high
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level of CAS (i.e. a stenosis level>70%) among those surviving to the age of 81 appeared to be low, since less than 9% had it at re-examination. The proportion having CAS at baseline was in accordance with results of a recent longitudinal study of the progression of CAS involving 1004 subjects with a mean age of 65 in which an 18% occurrence of CAS was reported (15 to 49%). This was in accordance with the 16% at baseline in the present study. In that study, 88.5% of the carotid arteries assessed showed progression at follow-up [27].

The present study also dealt the association of cardiovascular risk factors such as hypertension, lipids, smoking, alcohol consumption and diabetes with the progression of CAS with advancing age. A higher proportion of hypertension was noted in men with bilateral CAS than in the other men. The proportion of men with hypertension was less in those with unilateral CAS than in those with a bilateral carotid artery stenosis. No significant differences for other major cardiovascular risk factors were noted (diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, obesity, alcohol consumption and lack of physical activity). The lack of correlation between CAS and these factors might be explained by the low power of the study. The selective mortality of the population studied here cannot be excluded. A selective mortality between 1982 and 1995 could affect the results, since it is probable that the subjects in whom the atherosclerosis was most advanced did not reach follow-up in 1995-96. However, no major differences in these risk factors were noted between the men with and those without CAS, except for the results connected with smoking habits. In the cohort (n=500) at 68 years of age, 24% had CAS (n=118). As expected, more of the men who died during the period to follow-up, or between 1982 and 1996, had CAS initially (29%) than did those who were re-examined (20%). However, the proportions of men with CAS were similar for participants (20%) and non-participants (17%).

Blood pressure as measured at the age of 54 in our cohort was significantly higher among the men who died of cardiovascular disease during the 13 years to follow-up than among those who survived (p<0.001). Smoking was also more common at age 54 among those who died before 1982 [5]. Previous analyses revealed no relationship between CAS at age 68 and known cardiovascular risk factors at age 54. At the examination at age 54 it was found that the men with an occlusion also had higher blood pressure and higher lipid values than those not showing signs of carotid artery disease [5]. Furthermore, the incidence of stroke between 1982 and 1995 was higher among the non-participants than the participants, 21.3% and 10.8%, respectively.

Continuous-wave Doppler technique has limitations in assessing mild stenosis due to the fact that stenosis below a 30% level leads to no increase in flow velocity.

The relationship between blood pressure levels and decline in cognition has been discussed previously. Some previous studies have shown hypertension to be a risk factor for the development of cognitive impairment. Several theories seek to explain the association between hypertension and impaired cognitive functioning. One theory assumes that high blood pressure disturbs cerebral perfusion, with altered metabolism
as a consequence [56, 131]. Hypertension might also represent a risk for clinically silent stroke and may also be associated with leukoariosis, which has been shown to be related to poor cognitive functioning [137]. Many studies, both prospective and cross-sectional, support the link between blood pressure and cognition. The most important ones are those based on the reanalysis of the Framingham data originally reported by Farmer et al. [54, 55] and Elias et al. [56]. Evidence was obtained for a negative association between blood pressure levels, at a time when few if any participants were taking antihypertensive medication, and cognitive performance measured 12-14 years later. Higher blood pressure (the systolic and diastolic were analysed separately) was predictive of lower performance in terms of a composite neuropsychological performance score including Benton, Digit Span Backward and Logical Memory [54-56]. The chronicity of hypertension was inversely related to performance on a verbal memory test in the same study [131]. In our study we found support for the hypothesis that high BP is associated with poor cognitive performance, visuospatial tests being related to hypertension and to blood pressure levels, but not to chronicity. Cognitive functioning (verbal, speed performance and visuospatial tests) at the age of 81 years, assessed in 160 men, did not differ between groups with respect to a present or a current diagnosis of HT. This might be explained by the small sample size, but numerically lower scores on all but one of the tests were noted in the group of men who showed hypertension already at baseline.

In a community-based study, high SBP and DBP was a predictor of reduced cognitive functioning, significant differences being found in learning (immediate recall and retention). Cases were defined for persons aged 40-79 years as DBP≥100 mmHg or SBP≥180 mmHg, or drug treatment for hypertension at the time of the interview [138]. A study of 25 elderly patients with mild to moderate hypertension aged 62 to 78 years (hypertension being defined as DBP≥95 mmHg with a SBP≥165 mmHg) and 25 age-matched controls showed impairment on the part of the hypertensives in Digit Symbol, attention and Paired Associates, using tests similar to those employed in the present study [139]. In the Honolulu-Asia Aging Study, elevated midlife systolic, but not diastolic, blood pressure was found to be associated with a higher risk of poor cognitive performance late in life [59]. Another study showed diastolic hypertension, but not systolic hypertension, to be related to lower performance on free-recall memory test in 2433 elderly subjects from the Iowa Aging Study [132]. Similar findings were reported in a Swedish population based cohort study of 70-year old men, followed from 50 to 70 years, when cognitive functions were assessed by use of the Mini-Mental State Examination and the Trail-Making Test. High diastolic blood pressure at baseline predicted later impairment in cognitive performance, also after men with the history of a previous stroke were excluded [58]. This finding was confirmed in the present study, diastolic hypertension being found to be related to a decline in cognitive functioning. Seventy-five out of the 185 (40%) men had a DBP ≥95 mmHg at 68 years of age. At 81 years, the lowest mean score on the Paired Associates Test was that of the men who had had the highest DBP values at 68 years of age. Spatial and verbal performance, assessed by the Benton Visual Retention and the Paired Associates test were found to be negatively correlated with DBP, divided
up by tertiles. Similar trends between DBP and cognition assessed at 68 years were noted for verbal but not for spatial or speed performance functions. After adjustment for antihypertensive treatment, DBP at 68 years divided into tertiles was found to be associated at 81 years with spatial functioning, Block Design (p=0.04, r= -0.15) and speed performance, Digit Symbol Substitution (p=0.02, r= -0.19), whereas cognitive functioning at 81 years of age did not differ between groups with respect to their SBP levels at 68 years of age. Only spatial functioning at follow-up was negatively correlated with SBP at 68 years, divided into tertiles. Similar finding were obtained already at 68 years of age. The mixed findings obtained in earlier studies could be explained by the fact that in most of these studies have only a few neuropsychological tests or composite tests were employed, often not controlled for possible confounding factors, such as education, gender, alcohol use and smoking habits [56] or that they involved very selected populations. It appears that the pattern of association to blood pressure is not the same for different cognitive functions. One explanation might be that cognitive functions differ in their vulnerability to decline. This is supported by the fact that the age-related decline in speed performance functions is more pronounced than that in verbal functions, for example. Thus, in studying cognitive functions a variety of tests are needed. Swan and co-workers analyzed the effects of SBP on cognition over a period of several decades [60]. They found different risk panoramas associated with high SBP levels over long periods of time on the one other hand, and decreased SBP levels, on the other. They reported impaired verbal functioning in participants with a SBP≥140 mmHg in midlife. The subgroup showing a decrease in SBP during the period to follow-up displayed reduced performance speed instead, as measured by the Trail Making Test, whereas those showing an increase in SBP had lower performance on Paired Associates, a verbal memory test. This finding was not confirmed in the present study, in which no association was found between changes in SBP between 68 and 81 years of age and cognitive functioning. However, the findings for DBP obtained in the present study were similar. Changes in DBP (a decrease) between 68 and 81 years of age, examined by tertiles, was found to be associated with a lower level of cognitive functioning at 81 years than earlier. The mean DBP level at 68 years was 100 mmHg in the group whose DBP was reduced by ≥15 mmHg (the mean change in DBP was 20mmHg), these men also having significantly lower cognitive functioning at 81 years of age as expressed by results on verbal, speed performance and visuospatial tests that the others did. Also, after adjustment for antihypertensive treatment, DBP by tertiles at 68 years was found to be associated with the level of spatial functioning and speed performance at 81 years. This highlights the limitations of cross-sectional studies of the elderly. Subjects with low blood pressure may previously have been exposed to HT. One of the major reasons for the growing interest in blood pressure and atherosclerosis seen as risk factors for cognitive decline is that the conditions in question can be treated effectively, its being possible with treatment to counteract the cognitive decline that has dementia as its point.

The mechanisms underlying hypertension-related cognitive changes are complex and not fully understood. Also few patients receiving antihypertensive treatment have been included in studies in this area. In several studies, elevated blood pressure has
been found to be a risk factor for the development of vascular dementia [48, 140]. One study also showed that individuals who developed dementia between the ages of 79 and 85 years had higher systolic and diastolic pressures at the ages of 70 and 75 than those who did not develop dementia. The authors of that study suggested that earlier elevation of blood pressure could increase the risk of dementia, and also of Alzheimer’s disease [63].

It has been also reported that a decline in SBP with age can be attributed to dementing illness or to cardiac insufficiency, cross-sectional studies having shown that blood pressure is lower in patients with clinically manifest dementia than in healthy controls [62, 65]. An increased risk for cognitive decline in subjects found to have low SBP in cross-sectional studies was attributed to a reduction in blood pressure in patients who had a concomitant diseases that also affected cognition. The EPESE study, a longitudinal one, reported there to be a non-linear association between DBP and SBP, on the one hand, and memory functions, on the other [134]. The group in which SBP lower than 130 mmHg performed less well than participants above this level did. The present hypertension guidelines focus on the risk of cardiovascular disease and on blood pressure levels of between 130 and 139 mm Hg and between 85 and 89 mmHg, respectively, which are considered to be high-normal levels [116]. A recent follow-up study of the Framingham Heart Study concluded that high-normal blood pressure levels are associated with an increased risk for cardiovascular disease [50]. Little is known thus far about the possible effects on cognitive functioning of blood pressure being lowered to these levels in the elderly. One can only speculate on whether hypertension causes end organ damage that reduces blood pressure. The possible effect on cognitive functioning of treatment of hypertension in the form of drug-induced hypotension might also be considered. In the elderly, there have been shown to be benefits of antihypertensive drug treatment if repeated measures of SBP are at level of 160 mmHg or higher [130], certain support for this approach has also been obtained in controlled clinical trials concerned with cognitive impairment [141, 142].

Normal BP has a diurnal variation, the lowest levels being during night. However, low BP levels at night could also be a more important indicator of cerebral ischemia than episodic changes in blood pressure levels are. Such findings indicate that continuous blood pressure recording is of particular value in studying relations between cerebral functioning and variations in blood pressure. Other mechanisms that have been discussed could also contribute to the development of cerebrovascular insufficiency, specifically those in which the cerebral blood flow is inadequate in relation to the metabolic needs of the brain tissue. Several conditions such as heart disorders and hypotension may lead to hypoperfusive lesions in parts of the brain that are more vulnerable than others. Cerebral perfusion directly related to cardiac output and cardiac abnormalities may thus lead to cerebral hypoperfusion. Cardiac infarctions in the aged, as well as heart rhythm disorders and stenosis of the carotid artery have been pointed out as being important risk factors [143].

It is well known that hypertension predisposes persons to different types of both intracerebral and extracerebral arterial lesions that can cause cerebrovascular damage [144-147].
Few studies have addressed the problem of a decrease in blood pressure in the elderly and the fact that there are also age-related changes in cognitive functioning that can influence the interpretation of possible effects of high blood pressure on cognition. This is especially true of cross-sectional studies. The question of whether high blood pressure, as a risk factor for cerebrovascular disease, causes cognitive decline, or whether instead the observed decline in blood pressure in the elderly is the effect of cerebrovascular damage, remains to be answered. In a cross-sectional study, causal conclusions cannot readily be deduced, only the concurrent presence of low blood pressure and low level of cognitive functioning in such findings. In recent study, Paran and co-workers [148] reported findings of this sort pertaining to home BP in 70-85 year olds without dementia, persons with various systemic diseases being excluded. Subjects with mild hypertension were found to perform better on different cognitive tests. There has been shown to be a correlation between dementia and concurrent low BP [149, 150]. In cases in which there is a cerebral degenerative disease which causes the lowering of BP, the latter seems to be an early marker for it.

Normal ageing is associated with the degeneration of specific neural systems, functional imaging data generally showing there to be impairment of global CBF with increasing age. Finding of this sort suggest that advancing age has a differential effect on cerebral perfusion, affecting certain areas in the frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobes located at different levels [98]. Brain atrophy, changes in white matter, and silent infarctions, frequently detected in the elderly by compute tomography and magnetic resonance imaging, are correlated with vascular risk factors and with cognitive decline [99].

There is still no evidence regarding the way in which the presence of vascular diseases affects brain functioning in the non-demented elderly. Thus far, to our knowledge, there are few studies which have investigated the distribution of changes in white matter in elderly persons and possible relationships of these to systemic blood pressure as expressed by rCBF [80, 86]. It is still unknown how diurnal variations in blood pressure levels, calculated from individually defined times of the day and night are correlated with changes in rCBF in the very elderly population. It is well established that regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) mirrors brain-metabolic activity and provides information concerning the functional level of the cerebral cortex. No previous studies have examined variations in blood pressure within the framework of the 24-hour ABPM, especially that at night, as a risk factor for problems of cerebral circulation in the elderly. In study III the association between blood pressure level, both diastolic and systolic, day and night, followed by 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM), and regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) disturbances expressed as rCBF in a cohort of men born 1914 was investigated. In study IV the relationship between fall in blood pressure at night and cerebral blood flow (CBF) changes in the same population generally were examined, where 185 men were studied at baseline and 108 of them were found to fulfill both CBF, which was performed using ^99m^ Tc- HMPAO SPECT and 24-hour ABPM, eleven of the men being excluded due to incomplete ABPM.
Nocturnal blood pressure levels were shown in that study to influence cerebral circulation and to be correlated with rCBF patterns in very elderly men. The mean DBP at night in tertiles was found to be correlated with rCBF in the right temporal (p=0.012) and left medial (p=0.039) regions. Also, DBP during the day was found to be correlated with rCBF in the right medial temporal region (p=0.025). When analyses were stratified for DBP during the day, subjects with high DBP (>70 mmHg) during day showed a stronger association in this respect between the right medial temporal region and mean DBP at night (r=0.323, p=0.009) than did subjects with a lower daytime DBP. These regions are especially vulnerable to ischemic damage. No association of this sort was noted for subjects with a low DBP during the day (<70 mmHg). An analysis of the correlation between rCBF in different regions and mean SBP during the day and night by tertiles showed there to be a significant negative correlation between rCBF in the left frontal region and SBP at night. A positive correlation was also obtained for the left medial temporal region and SBP during the day. In previous studies the association in the elderly of nocturnal and postprandial hypotension and the presence of lacunae was also observed [81, 98]. A J-shaped curve between blood pressure and stroke morbidity has also been noted [151]. Low blood pressure and orthostatic hypotension is a common finding in demented patients, especially in the late stage, their also showing reduced levels of rCBF [80].

We also found in study IV a negative correlation between rCBF and the relative fall in DBP at night. The relative fall in diastolic BP at night was negatively correlated with rCBF in the medial temporal, lateral temporal, and inferior parietal brain areas. The difference between the office SBP at the beginning and the end of 14-year prior to the last follow-up showed there to be a higher proportion of subjects with an increasing office SBP level during the age period of 68-82 years among the nocturnal extreme DBP-dippers than among subjects with a decreasing longitudinal office SBP (p=0.056). A significant correlation was obtained between values for the nocturnal fall in DBP and the differences in office SBP between the ages of 68 and 82 years (r=0.199; p=0.05).

Previous studies of brain-damaged patients with selective memory impairment have convincingly demonstrated that some forms of long-term memory depend on the integrity of the medial temporal lobe [92-94]. The medial temporal lobe system consists of the hippocampal formation, together with the adjacent anatomically related parahippocampal, and entorhinal cortices. The medial temporal lobe has widespread reciprocal connections with the associative neocortex as well as with subcortical structures. Abnormalities in these brain structures are related to vascular diseases and cardiovascular risk factors. They can be seen as representing a clinical syndrome of intellectual decline produced by ischemic and hypoxic brain lesions. The correlation between the fall in DBP and a low temporal and inferior parietal rCBF has not been described previously. Contrary to magnetic resonance studies, CBF expresses not only major morphological changes, which in a population with low incidence of stroke are rare, but also a metabolic and functional decline. In our study, blood pressure related decrease in CBF was observed in the temporal and inferior parietal areas. Studies of non-demented populations have reported hypoperfusion in these areas in Age-associ-
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ated Memory Impairment [152], and Mild Cognitive Impairment [153] predicting conversion to dementia. The course of the degeneration that occurs in dementia, from the temporal up to the parietal lobe, has been described earlier [154]. The vulnerability of the temporal lobe to the effects of changes in BP has been reported, not only for subjects with a very high SBP in particular, who have a high risk for dementia, but also for persons using antihypertensive drugs, the risk for dementia being highest in those who have an extremely low DBP (≤65) [155]. A high DBP level has been found to predict hippocampal atrophy five years later in persons untreated for hypertension [156]. Conversely, in persons treated for hypertension, a low DBP has been found to be associated with more severe atrophy. In our study, a fall in nocturnal blood pressure can be an early sign of disturbed vasoregulation in subjects who have had high BP values previously. A mild decrease in CBF in extreme dippers who are non-demented and who have a low incidence of overt stroke can reflect the presence of dysfunctional brain tissue in a border zone between stroke and dementia.

Previous studies of patients with hypertension have reported that non-dipping during the night constitutes a risk for cerebrovascular disease, in contrast to what was found in the present study [76]. Consistent variations in blood pressure occur as a result of diurnal rhythms, the highest pressures being in the morning and the lowest during sleep [67]. The blood pressure in some persons with essential hypertension is known to remain elevated throughout the night. These persons, whose 24 h blood pressure level does not follow the normal diurnal pattern but remains high at night, are likely to suffer more cerebrovascular complications as well as other atherosclerotic cardiovascular diseases than those whose blood pressure falls at night do. An explanation for the present findings could be that the MABP among these men were within normal levels. However, the prevalence of cardiovascular disease was more prominent in the group with low DBP at night, which could be indicative of disturbed autoregulation.

Our results show also there to be a higher proportion of increasing SBP over the 14-year period involved, in the subgroup showing an extreme DBP dip. It is known that blood pressure tends to decreases over time in the very elderly. In the subject population as a whole, 2/3 of the subjects had a decrease in SBP during the observation period. It can be suggested that the minority (1/3) with an increasing SBP have a pathological autoregulation of their blood pressure, even if they are normotensive.

The association found between a low rCBF in vulnerable areas such as in the temporo-parietal regions and a low DBP at night was noted among the subjects with a high DBP during the day (>70 mmHg). This indicates the usefulness of ambulatory monitoring in efforts to identify possible risk groups. A clinical finding here is that the third of the subjects that had a low DBP at night had normal or high DBP levels during the day, subjects who could only be identified by a 24 h ambulatory blood pressure monitoring. A surprising finding was the lack of association between rCBF and DBP at night in subjects with a low DBP at day. One explanation might be that this group has fewer vascular risk factors such as hypertension and less myocardial infarction.
and angina pectoris, which could hypothetically affect cerebral autoregulation. The association between low BP, especially at night, and low rCBF could possibly be explained by there being an insufficient cerebral autoregulation, which can lead to an extensive reduction in cerebral perfusion and to subsequent ischemic damage [68]. The autoregulation of rCBF is effective over a wide range of arterial blood pressures, but it has both a lower and an upper pressure limit. Under normal conditions, these limits are a MABP of about 70 and 140 mmHg, respectively [157]. It is possible that this capacity decreases with age [13]. The underlying autoregulation mechanisms are poorly understood, although three possibilities have emerged. As previously mentioned three different mechanisms for regulation of vessel’s tone has been suggested: myogenic, neurohumoral and neurogenic theories [15-22]. Neurotransmitter metabolism in the grey matter is extremely sensitive to even short periods of hypoxia. Although this autoregulation adapts to long-term hypertension, the small vessels gradually become affected structurally, the development of atherosclerosis and hyalinosis further reducing their autoregulatory capacity. In addition, in patients with long-term hypertension, the risk of hypotensive white lesions is increased, even at apparently normal blood pressure levels.

In our study the mean level at night for the lowest tertile was 56 mmHg. Although interpretation of the results of the present study is limited to men, there is no reason to believe that autoregulation differs in terms of gender.

Since the association found between rCBF and low BP could indicate an increased risk for nocturnal cerebral ischemia, further longitudinal studies are needed to analyse cognitive functioning and the risk of vascular dementia in connection with low blood pressure at night.
Conclusions

1. The development of CAS increases with age, almost everyone having developed CAS (93%) by 81 years of age according the present results. High blood pressure is the principal risk factor for the development of CAS. A higher proportion of hypertension was noted in the men who developed bilateral CAS, 64.8% (n =105) as compared with the others 39.5% (n=43), p<0.005. Less hypertension was noted in the men with unilateral CAS (n=31) than in those with bilateral CAS (n=105), the figures being 35% and 65% respectively, p< 0.013. No significant differences for other cardiovascular risk factors were noted. However, the majority of the men developed a moderate stenosis, defined as <50%, and only few of them developed a high degree of CAS. These results do not support the need for a follow-up of CAS from a clinical point of view.

2. High blood pressure at baseline examination, especially high DBP as a decrease in DBP, was associated with a decline in cognitive functioning according to psychometric tests given 13 years later. High DBP at 68 years was inversely related to verbal, spatial, and speed performance at 81 years. Only spatial functioning was related to SBP at 68 years. Changes in DBP (a decrease) from 68 to 81 years was associated with lower cognitive functioning at 81 years on verbal, spatial, and speed performance tests. The mean DBP level at 68 years was 100 mmHg in the group in which DBP was reduced by ≥15 mmHg, these men also having shown significantly lower cognitive functioning on verbal, spatial, and speed performance tests already at 68 years as compared with the others. Both DBP and SBP appeared to be risk factors for cognitive decline in visuospatial functioning, when analyses were controlled for possible confounding factors such as education and lifestyle factors in a multiple regression model. On the other hand, the remaining association between blood pressure and cognition could indicate that a hypothetical prevention of hypertension at late midlife might have an independent impact on cognition in 80-year olds. However, this is still an area of controversy, due to a considerable degree to the relative lack of studies focusing on the elderly population. Even if no controlled clinical trials have shown there to be benefits from treating elderly persons with an SBP at 140-159 mmHg, the recommendations of the European Society of Hypertension together with European Society of Cardiology (ESH-ESC), the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC) and WHO are to lower the SBP to below 140 mmHg at least, largely based on extrapolations from studies of younger people. Both ESH-ESC and JNC appear in their reports to view this regime in positive terms, also in relation to elderly persons over 80 years of age, whereas WHO feels that no conclusions can be drawn yet concerning antihypertensive treatment of the very elderly. In elderly, there are shown to be benefits of antihypertensive drug treatment if repeated measurements of SBP indicate it to be 160 mmHg or higher.
3. The nocturnal blood pressure levels influence cerebral circulation and are correlated with the rCBF pattern in very elderly men. A significant association was found between blood pressure (BP) levels and rCBF, especially at night. Analysis of the correlation between rCBF in different regions and mean DBP at night revealed significant correlations for the right temporal and left medial regions. Also the DBP levels during the day were correlated with temporal right medial region. These regions are especially vulnerable to ischemic damage. When the analyses were stratified for DBP during the day, subjects with a high DBP (>70 mmHg) during the day showed stronger associations between right medial temporal region and mean DBP at night than subjects with a lower daytime DBP. Analysis of the correlations between rCBF in the different regions and the mean SBP during the day and at night showed there to be significant negative correlations for the left frontal region with SBP at night. A positive correlation was obtained for the left medial temporal region and SBP during the day. The association between low rCBF in vulnerable areas such as the temporal regions and low DBP at night noted in subjects with a high DBP during the day (>70 mmHg) indicates the usefulness of ambulatory monitoring in identifying possible risk groups. One clinical finding is that a third of the subjects with low DBP at night had normal or high DBP levels during the day and that these persons could only be identified by a 24h ambulatory blood pressure monitoring. A surprising finding was the lack of association between rCBF and DBP at night among subjects with low DBP during the day. One explanation might be that this group has fewer vascular risk factors such as hypertension and less myocardial infarction and angina pectoris that could hypothetically affect cerebral autoregulation. The association noted between rCBF and low BP might indicate an increased risk of cerebral ischemia. Further longitudinal studies are needed to analyse cognitive functioning and the risk for vascular dementia apparently related to low blood pressure at night.

4. The relative fall in diastolic BP at night was negatively correlated with CBF in the medial temporal, lateral temporal, and parietal inferior brain areas. During the prior 14 years, office systolic BP had increased in 31 (32%) of the subjects. This group had a higher frequency of extreme nocturnal diastolic BP dip than subjects with decreasing longitudinal systolic BP. One explanation for this might be that the fall in nocturnal blood pressure can be an early sign of disturbed autoregulation in subjects with previously high BP values. It is known that blood pressure decreases over time in the very elderly. In our population as a whole, 2/3 of the subjects showed a decrease in SBP during the period of observation. This suggests that the minority (1/3) that shows an increase in SBP has some pathology in pressure autoregulation even if they are normotensive. Further longitudinal studies are needed to better explain the mechanisms by which an increase in longitudinal blood pressure increase in the very elderly disturbs their vascular autoregulation, and to show whether a dip in nocturnal blood pressure leads to a vascular cognitive decline or to higher frequency of stroke.
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Flertal studier talar för att såväl vaskulär demens som demens av Alzheimers typ är relaterade till blodtrycksnivå tidigare under livet. En studie har visat att redan blodtrycket vid 50-årsåldern är relaterat till kognitiva (intellektuella) funktioner vid 70-års ålder. En annan studie har visat att hypertoni i 70-årsåldern föregår utveckling av demens i ålder 80-85 år. I gruppen av demente som var 85 år gamla hade blodtrycket varit högt när de var 70 år men sjunkit till normal nivå vid 85 års ålder. Förekomst av demens ökar kraftigt i högre åldrar och förklarar nedgång i kognitiva funktioner. Kognitiv nedsättning utan demens är vanligt och åldersrelaterad minnesstörning (Mild Cognitive Impairement, MCI) är en av flera klassificeringar.

Kognitiva funktioner är ett samlingsbegrepp för minne och högre tankeprocesser som kan beskrivas med olika neuropsychologiska och neurofysiologiska metoder. Nedgången i dessa funktioner som rör språk, logik, rumsuppfattning och minne ses både vid normalt åldrandet och vid demens, stroke och åldersrelaterad minnesstörning.

Befolkningsstudier har visat att problemlösning och uppfattningsförmåga ofta förstärkas snabbt ändningen av språkliga funktioner mellan 75 till 85 års ålder. Förändringarna i dessa funktioner kan vara uttryck för åderförkalkning (arterioskleros), ett tidigt tecken på vaskulärt betingat sjukdom eller degenerativ sjukdom, t ex Alzheimers demens. Även om uppkomst delvis är klarlagd för vissa sjukdomstillstånd, finns en stor variation av rubningar i hjärnans funktioner i samband med åldrandet som inte kan förklaras av kända riskfaktorer.


Flera studier har visat att även lågt blodtryck i systemkretsloppet, hypotoni är relat- erad till förekomst av demens och är förenad med ökad förekomst av hjärnskador och dödlighet hos äldre. Sambandet finns beskrivet mellan blodtrycksfall vid uppresning (ortostatism) och hjärnfunktioner. Hos friska och demente individer sågs en lokal sänkning av blodgenomblödning i pannlober i stående då ortostatiskt test utfördes, mest uttalad hos dem med lågt blodtryck vid uppresning.

Det är välkänt att blodtrycksfall leder till sänkning av hjärnans genomblödning och är en riskfaktor för att utlösa en hjärnskada på grund av syrebrist. Kunskapen är begränsad om hur förändringar av blodtryck under dygnet påverkar hjärnans blodcirculation. Dygnsvariationer i blodtrycket och nedsatt hjärnfunktion har under senare tid fått ökad uppmärksamhet. Individer utan normalt nattligt blodtrycksfall, så kallade ”non-dippers”, har högre grad av hjärnförändringar än så kallade ”dip-
pers”. Non-dippers har också tecken på ortostatisk hypotoni, dvs lågt blodtryck vid uppresning, som kan tyda på bristerande autoreglering, självreglering av blodtrycksnivåer. Även så kallade ”extrema nattliga dippers” uppvisar ökad förekomst av hjärnskador, mött med blodflödestekniken, där mekanismen kan också vara bristerande autoreglering. Följande frågor är fortfarande obesvarade:
- Vilket inflyttande har blodtrycksförändringar över tid på förekomst av skador i hjärnans genomblödning och nedsatt hjärnfunktion hos äldre, och kan en bristerande autoreglering av blodtryck öka hjärnans sårbarhet för episoder av lågt blodtryck?
- Vilken roll spelar utveckling av åderförkalkning (arterioskleros) för hjärnans autoreglering av blodtryck?

Den avhandling baseras på en prospektiv, longitudinell studie, uppföljningen av en och samma grupp män ”1914- års män” i Malmö som har pågått sedan 1968; 185 män, födda jämn månad 1914, har undersömts vid 68 och 81 års ålder med samma metodik, läkarundersökning inklusive blodtryck, ultraljudsundersökning av halssartärer (carotider), arm- ankel index, lipidstatus, sociodemografi, livstilsvanor samt neuropsykologisk undersökning. Vid 81 års ålder har vissa män även undersökt med regionalt cerebralt blodflöde och 24-timmars blodtrycksmätning.


Syftet med avhandlingen var att studera hur de överlevande männens cirkulation, kognitiva funktion och minnesfunktion samt förändringar i hjärnans cirkulation har förändrats från 68 års ålder till 81 års ålder samt identifiera eventuella riskfaktorer för dessa förändringar.

Syftet med det första arbetet var att studera insjuknande i och förekomst av förträngning av halspulsåder (a.carotisstenos) och studera betydelsen av hjärtkärlsjukdomarnas riskfaktorer för utveckling av a.carotisstenos samt identifiera riskfaktorer för dessa förändringar i halsblodflöde som hade ägt rum hos män från 68 års ålder till 81 års ålder. Studiens resultat antydde att av samtliga, kända, riskfaktorer för hjärtkärlsjukdom var enbart hypertoni riskfaktor för utveckling av arteria carotis-stenos. En högre andel av män med dubbelsidig a.carotis stenos hade högt blodtryck jämfört med övriga män. Sambandet saknades mellan utveckling av a.carotis stenos och förekomst av andra hjärtkärl sjukdomar (kärlkramp, infarkt eller stroke). Hos män som utvecklade dubbelsidig a.carotis stenos noterades förekomst av andra manifestationer av åderförkalkning, fönsterittarsjukdom, i högre utsträckning, än i den andra gruppen som saknade a.carotisstenos. I den här studien har man visat att 93% av 81-åriga män har utvecklat a.carotisstenos och att hypertoni är riskfaktor för utveckling av detta tillstånd.
I studie II studerades om högt blodtryck (HT), det höga systoliska (SBP) och diastoliska (DBP) samt förändringar i blodtryck vid 68 års ålder hade något samband med nedgång i kognitiva funktioner som hade ägt rum mellan 68 och 81 års ålder. Det noterades att inte endast högt blodtryck utan även blodtrycksnivå, särskilt DBP vid 68 års ålder kan inverka negativt på kognitiv funktion upp i 81 års ålder. Studiens resultat antydde att förhöjda blodtrycksnivåer vid 68 års ålder kunde ha ett samband med större nedgång i kognitiva funktionstester, som mätte rumsuppfattning (visuell-spatial förmåga) och visuell minne.

Målet i den tredje studien var att undersöka sambandet mellan blodtrycksnivåer, SBP och DBP, på natten och på dagen undersökt med 24-timmars blodtrycksregistrering och regionalt hjärnblodflöde (rCBF) hos men vid 81 års ålder. I den studien noterades att det finns klart sambandet mellan blodtrycksnivåer och regionalt hjärnblodflöde, speciellt på natten. Låg DBP på natten visade samband med lägre genomblodning i hjärnområden belägna centralt (rCBF) i tinningsområden. Dessa områden är speciellt sårbara för episoder av lågt blodtryck. Individer med hög DBP på dagen (>70mmHg) visade starkare samband mellan rCBF i höger centrala tinninglob och medelnivå av DBP på natten jämfört med individer som hade lågt DBP på dagen (<70 mmHg). Dessa individer upptäcktes således endast genom undersökning med 24-timmars blodtrycksregistrering. Det noterade sambandet mellan rCBF och lågt BP på natten kan antyda att lågt BP på natten kan utgöra risk för natthöga syrebrist i hjärnan och kan vara en riskfaktor för hjärnskada utlöst av syrebrist.

I den fjärde studien noterades ett liknande samband, då vi studerade förändringar i blodtryck, blodtrycksfall och regionalt hjärnblodflöde (CBF). Relativt diastoliskt blodtrycksfall (DBP) på natten, dvs jämförelse med tryck nattetid i förhållande till tryck dagtid, hade negativt samband med hjärnblodflöde i båda tinnings- samt bakre hjässloberna. Det fanns inget samband mellan relativt systoliskt blodtrycksfall (SBP) på natten och regionalt hjärnblodflöde. Analyser av systoliskt blodtryck (SBP) visade att individer med stigande SBP under den 14 år långa uppföljningen hade högre frekvens av extrem DBP fall på natten vid 81 års ålder jämfört med individer som uppvisade sjunkande SBP under uppföljningstiden. Således, extremt BP fall på natten förefaller att orsaka försämrat hjärnblodflöde och detta fynd kan ha betydelse för uppkomst av hjärnskador på basen av natthöga syrebrist och är möjlichen resultatet av störda autoreglering av hjärnans blodflöde.
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